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PERSPECTIVE

Gordon D. Nifong, Ph.D.
Florida Institute of Phosphate Research

During 1986 and 1987, the State of Florida experienced one of the
most thorough studies of indoor air pollution ever attempted. The
"Florida Statewide Radiation Study," conducted by Geomet Technologies,
Inc. under contract to the Florida Institute of Phosphate Research,
surveyed well over 6,000 Florida homes for indoor radon concentrations.
Homes in every county in the state were included. In half the homes,
radon in soil gas outdoors , and gamma radiation levels both indoors and
out, were also included. Besides the new measurements, historical data
were compiled and geologic data assessed, all in an effort to be able to
predict, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, where indoor radon may be
a problem in the state. The cost was high; at nearly one million
dollars the contract with Geomet was the largest one-year project ever
funded by the Institute. However, the cost will be well-justified as
the results are applied for the benefit and protection of the citizens
of Florida.

Geomet's final report was turned over to a Peer Review Committee,
appointed by the Secretary of the Florida Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services to evaluate the study and to recommend how it
should be used by the Department to protect Florida's citizens against
natural radiation. The study has shown two general findings: (1)
Average indoor radon levels in Florida are lower than were anticipated,
lower than in any other state thus far studied. It is likely Florida
will place well down in any list of states ranked by radon exposure
potential; (2) The geographical extent of elevated radon potential in
Florida is wider than had been believed earlier. Some 7% of the state's
land area, located in 18 counties, shows definite evidence of elevated
radon potential. Limited evidence of elevated levels was found in parts
of an additional 14 counties. At this point it might be useful to
describe briefly the background of interest in radiation in Florida, and
the role of the Institute in its study.

The very beginnings of the story of naturally-occurring radioactive
materials in Florida go back to the early part of this century when it
was discovered that central Florida phosphate ore contained higher
levels of uranium than did most other soils and rocks over the earth.
It was not until the mid-1970's, however, that interest in the subject
began to pick up, due in part to a finding that some homes built in
uranium mining areas of the Rocky Mountains had higher than desirable
indoor radiation levels. At that time, both the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the Florida Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services performed limited surveys of indoor radiation in
homes built in the central Florida phosphate district. Both studies
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showed that some persons in the area were exposed to levels of
radioactivity significantly higher than normal background levels. In
May of 1979 the Administrator of EPA wrote to the Governor of Florida,
suggesting that remedial action was necessary in some existing homes,
and that future new homes built in the region should incorporate
construction techniques to resist the entry of radon gas. At that
point, the Governor appointed a Task Force to consider the problem and
possibly develop an environmental radiation standard,

The result of the Task Force's efforts was a standard for indoor
exposure of citizens to naturally-occurring radioactive materials,
mainly the decay products of radon gas, promulgated by the state health
agency. The standard proposed the identification of land areas in the
state where indoor levels of radon would be expected to be elevated
above normal, and specified that new homes built in these areas would
have to be constructed so as to resist the entry of radon gas, or the
homes would have to be inspected for radon progeny and found acceptable
before they could be occupied. Controversy quickly arose, however, over
what lands in the state would be affected. The State Office of
Radiation Control proposed to apply the new rule only in areas of
reclaimed phosphate lands, mostly in Polk and Hillsborough counties.
Many persons objected to this, feeling that other parts of the state as
yet unidentified very probably had areas of elevated radon levels and
should be included under the rule. As a result of this, the 1986
Legislature, in the closing days of its session, mandated the Florida
Institute of Phosphate Research to direct a study of the entire state to
identify all significant land areas of Florida where the rule should be
applied.

The first action of the Institute after receiving official notice
directing it to conduct the survey was to establish a panel of outside
experts in radiation and geology to assist the Institute in developing
guidelines for the study and to select a single best contractor to
actually perform the work. The study plan called for the performance of
five basic work tasks. Task #l was to assemble and evaluate all
existing data, including geologic maps of Florida, results of earlier
radiation studies in a few areas of the state, and a study of the
statewide aerial gamma data obtained in 1981 in conjunction with the
National Uranium Resource Evaluation program. Task #2 involved the
placing of charcoal canisters in several thousand Florida homes to
measure radon gas. The number of samples to be collected in each county
would be based on each county’s population, but with no fewer than 16
nor more than 160 in each county. Task #3 included also the placing of
charcoal canisters in several thousand additional homes, but with the
number allotted to each county based on county land area, and weighted
as to any perceived elevated radon levels as determined in Task #l.
Also in Task #3 soil radon would be checked at each home, and indoor and
outdoor gamma levels would be measured. Homes within each county were
chosen at random, but not including homes built with radon resistance in
mind. Participation by all homeowners was entirely voluntary. Task #4
involved an assembly of all the results from the first three tasks to
determine the proportion of homes in each study area expected to exceed
the state radiation standard. The final task was to prepare narrative
reports and maps presenting all study results.
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All data sources in the study were first considered on a county-by-
county basis. Areas in 18 counties were shown to have definite evidence
of elevated radon potential, and areas in an additional 14 counties were
shown to have some limited evidence of elevated radon potential. In 35
counties no evidence of elevated radon potential was found. Within the
18 counties of definite evidence, further analyses were made of the data
to identify what parts of each of these counties had an elevated
potential. In the land-based study, the geographical unit was the USGS
quadrangle (about 60 square miles). In the population study, it was the
postal zip code, overlaying the quadrangles. The other data sources
were then added by quadrangle to form an overall judgment of potential
for radon. Of a total of 1,032 quadrangles in Florida, 74 were
designated all or in part as likely having elevated radon potential.
Finally, maps of the 18 counties were prepared, indicating the
quadrangles of interest.

At the conclusion of the study, it became the task of the Peer
Review Committee to evaluate the final report and recommend how it
should be used in implementing a statewide radiation program. The
committee agreed that the study formed an adequate base for establishing
such a program. Members recommended that the state take the following
actions:

-  Adopt a radon-resistant building code for required use in
all parts of the state. This is consistent with the "ALARA"
philosophy of radiation protection and would result in
reducing the average exposure statewide.

-  Devote considerable attention and resources to development of
radon predictors based on soil measurements. Predictors would
be used to establish variance criteria.

-  Require a general radon notification statement to be included
on all property sales agreements. Special notification would
be required in areas known to have high radon potential.

-  Provide for certification of radon measurement and mitigation
companies to assure the public of their technical competence.

-  Conduct epidemiological studies to determine the relationship
between household radon levels and lung cancer.

-  Determine the need for financial assistance or tax incentives
in meeting mitigation costs for homeowners with elevated radon
levels.

-  The testing of homes for radon at the time of transfer of
ownership shall be at the option of the buyer or the seller.

Now that this study is complete, the future role of the Institute
in the area of indoor radon research likely lies in the development of
some predictive technique whereby some preconstruction soil or site
parameter can be measured that would indicate future indoor radon levels
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of a structure later built on that site. Given the variables of soil
characteristics, home construction and meteorology, it is highly
unlikely that an exact correlation can ever be found. It is hoped,
however, that some threshold land characteristic can be found, below
which it can be stated with a reasonable degree of confidence that
indoor radon would not exceed some upper acceptable level. The data in
this study will be examined carefully with this goal in mind.
Candidates for further research as to their use as a predictive tool
would include soil radon (and perhaps soil porosity), local geology,
terrestrial uranium, and perhaps gamma levels.

The Florida Institute of Phosphate Research acknowledges with deep
appreciation the efforts of the Peer Review Committee in evaluating this
study, and the efforts of the special Technical Advisory Committee in
designing the study and selecting a contractor. Without the voluntary
and extensive contribution of both time and talent of members of both
groups, this study could not have been conducted.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report contains results of a study on indoor radon levels

and related measurements that were conducted throughout the State of

Florida. The study was commissioned by the Florida Institute of Phosphate

Research (FIPR), in compliance with House Bill 1380 (1986).

The objective of this study was to identify all significant land

areas in Florida where the State environmental radiation rule should be

applied. Under this rule, newly constructed buildings must be tested for

radiation levels unless approved construction techniques are used. The

standards in the rule require that human exposure to gamma radiation not

exceed 20 microroentgens per hour (µR/h) and that human exposure to radon

decay products not exceed 0.02 working level (WL) annual average.

To meet the study objective, two complementary approaches were

used for data collection--a land-based survey and a population-based

survey. The coverage of the land-based survey was scaled to the extent of

inhabited land area in each county in the State, whereas the coverage of

the population-based survey was scaled to the number of occupied housing

units in each county. Both surveys were restricted to owner-occupied

residences with slab-on-grade foundations.

Field technicians working on the land-based survey recruited

survey participants using 1:24,000 quadrangle maps prepared by the U.S.

Geological Survey (USGS) as a guide for locating residential areas.

Measurements of indoor radon, soil radon, and indoor and outdoor gamma
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radiation were taken in over 3,000 residences starting in late October

1986 and ending in March 1987; radon decay products were also measured in

a subset of these homes. A probability sample of residences for the

population-based survey was recruited and sent samplers through the mail.

Indoor radon levels were measured in over 3,000 residences through this

survey between January and June 1987. In total, measurements were

obtained from approximately 6,500 residences for the two surveys.

Additionally, one or two public schools were measured for each county

through the population-based survey approach.

In addition to primary data collected through the land- and

population-based surveys, secondary data were assimilated and

analyzed. The secondary data were primarily of two types--geologic

profiles of the State mapped by previous investigators and terrestrial

uranium levels characterized through the National Uranium Resource

Evaluation (NURE) program, under which aerial gamma radiation surveys

were conducted across the State in 1981.

Initial data analysis efforts focused on determining the extent

of evidence of radon potential for each county. The following parameters

were used for this analysis: indoor radon measured in both surveys; soil

radon and gamma radiation measured in the land-based survey; terrestrial

uranium measured under the NURE program; and other existing information

such as geological occurrences. Counties were screened for evidence of

elevated radon potential based on (1) the highest reading from any house
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in the county for each parameter measured in the land- and population-

based surveys and (2) the highest quadrangle average in the county for

terrestrial uranium. Maximum values were used so that any evidence of

elevated radon potential would not be overlooked.

To essentially place the different parameters on an equal

footing, an index of radon potential ranging from 1 (lowest potential) to

5 (highest potential) was developed for each parameter. Index values were

assigned to each parameter for each county and then averaged across

parameters to form a composite index value for each county. Based on this

analysis, counties were classified into three groups according to radon

potential:

Definite evidence of elevated radon potential (18 counties)

Limited evidence of elevated radon potential (14 counties)

No evidence of elevated radon potential (35 counties).

The counties in each group are listed in Exhibit 1.

Within the counties with definite evidence of elevated radon

potential, more detailed spatial analyses were conducted to identify areas

to which the rule should apply. USGS 1:24,000 quadrangles were used as

the geographic unit to designate areas because these boundaries will

remain fixed over time and can be readily identified on most types of

maps. The primary data analyzed at this level of analysis were indoor

radon levels, soil radon levels, and terrestrial uranium levels; gamma

radiation readings were not used because they were found through the
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Exhibit 1. Classification of Florida Counties by
Evidence of Elevated Radon Potential

Definite Evidence of Elevated Potential

Alachua Hardee
Charlotte Hillsborough
Citrus Lee
Columbia Leon
Dade Levy
Gilchrist Manatee

Marion
Pasco
Pinellas
Polk
Sarasota
Sumter

.

Limited Evidence of Elevated Potential

Bradford
Collier
DeSoto
Hamilton
Hendry

Hernando
Jackson
Jefferson
Madison
Orange

Seminole
Taylor
Union
Wakulla

No Evidence of Elevated Potential

Baker
Bay
Brevard
Broward
Calhoun
Clay
Dixie
Duval
Escambia
Flagler
Franklin
Gadsden

Glades
Gulf
Highlands
Holmes
Indian River
Lafayette
Lake
Liberty
Martin
Monroe
Nassau
Okaloosa

Okeechobee
Osceola
Palm Beach
Putnam
St. Johns
St. Lucie
Santa Rosa
Suwannee
Volusia
Walton
Washington
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county-level analysis to be low throughout the State. Maps containing

geology and soil classifications were used as an interpretive tool at this

stage of the analysis.

Based on this analysis, 74 USGS quadrangles, representing about

7 percent of those constituting the state, were identified as having

definite evidence of elevated radon potential. The counties with the

greatest number of identified quadrangles were Alachua, Hillsborough,

Marion, and Polk. Due to low housing density in some areas, it is

possible that some quadrangles having elevated radon potential may not

have been detected in this study. Areas of particular concern are those

in the north central part of the State with near-surface, uranium-bearing

geologic formations and phosphatic soils for which the number of

participating homes was insufficient to draw definite conclusions.

The recommendations stemming from the study are as follows:

1. The environmental radiation rule should be applied to the
74 USGS quadrangles for which definite evidence of elevated
radon potential was found in this study.

2. Conduct supplemental sampling in selected counties with
limited or no evidence of elevated radon potential that were
not adequately covered by the surveys conducted as part of
this study.

3. Conduct supplemental sampling in selected quadrangles that
may have potential for elevated radon levels.

4. Conduct more detailed sampling in currently designated
quadrangles to help pinpoint localized areas of elevated
radon potential.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Conduct indoor radon sampling in all
counties with definite evidence of
to characterize the radon risk for

schools in the 18
elevated radon potential
children.

Conduct indoor radon sampling in selected schools in
counties with limited or no evidence of elevated radon
potential.

Conduct sampling to characterize the radon potential of
borrow pits.       

Develop a predictive tool that can be used as a basis for
declaring variances in areas where the rule is to be applied.

Notify the public about areas with elevated radon potential
so that occupants in existing homes are aware of the
possible risks they face.

Ensure that quality radon measurement and mitigation
services are made available to residents.
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Section 1.0

INTRODUCTION

This project, entitled "Florida Statewide Radiation Study," was

commissioned by the Florida Institute of Phosphate Research (FIPR) in

compliance with a legislative mandate (House Bill 1380, 1986). The mandate

requires that a study be conducted to identify all significant geographical

areas of the State in which the State radiation standards should be applied.

GEOMET was selected as the contractor to conduct this l-year study, which was

initiated on September 8, 1986.

As required in the FIPR/GEOMET contract, this report provides an

assessment of the land areas to which the State radiation rule should apply.

An initial assessment was performed at the county level to determine those

with elevated radon potential; within that subset of counties, a more detailed

assessment was performed to determine the spatial extent of elevated potential.

The background and objectives of the project are described more

fully in Section 2.0. The types of data collected, processed, and analyzed

under the project, as well as associated research methods, are given in

Section 3.0. Section 3.0 also summarizes methods of data analysis and

discusses criteria for assessing radon potential. In Section 4.0, the major

results of the study are presented and counties with definite evidence of

elevated radon potential are identified. Detailed results for these counties

are provided in Section 5.0. In Section 6.0, land areas identified as

subject to the rule are shown, and the implications and limitations of the
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study results are discussed. The major conclusions and recommendations

stemming from the study are given in Section 7.0. Appendixes to this report

are contained in a separate document.

GEOMET Technologies, Inc., is the prime contractor for the project

and is the author of this report. A number of subcontractors have provided

assistance in this project: researchers at the University of Florida in

compiling and analyzing much of the information that existed at the project's

inception; researchers at the Florida State University in reviewing the

assessment of existing data; Rowe Research and Engineering Associates in

developing an interpretive framework; SAIC in providing personnel and office

facilities in Florida; Martel Laboratories, Inc., in the development of maps

to support geographic analyses.
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Section 2.0

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

2.1 STUDY BACKGROUND

Radon originates from the radioactive decay of radium within the

uranium decay series. Uranium and radium are widely dispersed trace con-

stituent of soils and rock. Because radon is a chemically inert gas,

there is a potential for radon to migrate considerable distances in the soil

before decaying. This environmental mobility, when coupled with situational

factors such as local geology and construction details, permits radon to

enter buildings by a variety of routes and to accumulate therein.

Though not considered a health hazard itself, radon is a precursor

to a series of short-lived decay products that are of concern. Radon decay

products may exist as neutral and ionized atoms that, when coalesced with

trace gases, form molecular clusters or become attached to aerosols.

Upon inhalation, the internal dose of ionizing radiation from radon decay

products deposited in the lung poses a long-term cancer risk.

In some mid-Atlantic states such as Pennsylvania and New Jersey,

concern over problems posed by radon has arisen only recently; in Florida,

however, concern over radon is hardly a new phenomenon. A description of

events leading up to the current study appears in the FIPR Newsletter, part

of which is reproduced in Figure 2-l.

In 1975, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reported

that the data from preliminary sampling efforts suggested elevated levels of

airborne radon progeny in structures built on reclaimed Florida phosphate
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"The very beginnings of the story of naturally occurring radioactive 
materials in Florida go back to the early part of this century when it was 
discovered that central Florida phosphate ore contained higher levels of 
uranium than did most other soils and rocks over the earth. It was not until 
the mid-1970's, however, that interest in the subject began to pick up, due 
in part to a finding that some homes built in uranium mining areas of the 
Rocky Mountains had higher than desirable indoor radiation levels. At that 
time, both the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the Florida Department 
of Health and Rehabilitative Services performed limited surveys of indoor 
radiation in homes built in the central Florida phosphate district. Both 
studies showed that some persons in the area were exposed to levels of 
radioactivity significantly higher than normal background levels. In May of 
1979 the Administrator of EPA wrote to the Governor of Florida, suggesting 
that remedial action was necessary in some existing homes, and that future 
new homes built in the region should incorporate construction techniques to 
resist the entry of radon gas. At that point, Governor Graham appointed a 
Task Force to consider the problem and possibly develop'an environmental 
radiation standard. 

The result of the Task Force's efforts was a standard for indoor‘ 
exposure of citizens to naturally occurring radioactive materials, mainly the 
decay products of radon gas. It was promulgated by the state health agency, 
to becane effective February 17, 1986. The standard proposed the identifi- 
cation of land areas in the state where indoor levels of radon would be 
expected to be elevated above normal, and specified that new homes built in 
these areas would have to be constructed so as to resist the entry of radon 
gas, or the home would have to be inspected for radon progeny and found 
acceptable before the home could be occupied. Controversy quickly arose, 
however, over what lands in the state would be affected. The State Office of 
Radiation Control proposed to apply the new rule only in areas of reclaimed 
phosphate lands, mostly in Polk and Hillsborough counties. Many persons in 
the affected areas objected to this 'singling out' of their area, feeling 
that other parts of the state as yet unidentified very probably had areas of 
elevated radon levels and should be included under the rule. As a result of 
this, the 1986 Legislature, in the closing days of their session, directed 
the Florida Institute of Phosphate Research to direct's study of the entire 
state to identify all significant land areas of Florida where the rule should 
be applied...." 

Source: Gordon Nifong, "Florida Statewide Radiation Study," Florida 
Institute of Phosphate Research Newsletter, Summer/m6, 
Vol. III, Nos. 2 and 3, p. 4. 

Figure 2-l. Background of the Florida Statewide Radiation Study 
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lands. There have been several investigations conducted by State agencies,

by industry associations, and by universities well before and since that

study.

In 1986, the State of Florida became the first state in the Nation

to pass a rule (10D-91, Florida Administrative Code) regulating exposure of

its citizens to naturally occurring radioactive materials in the environment.

Radiation exposure to the public from naturally occurring radioactive materials

is to be kept as low as reasonably achievable. The mean gamma exposure rate

is not to exceed 20 microroentgens per hour (µR/h) and the annual average

radon decay product concentration is not to exceed 0.02 working level (WL) in

new homes, schools, and commercial buildings. The radiation source is mainly

the soil and rocks, which in some parts of Florida are richer in radioactive

elements than in others.  Phosphate deposits that underlie some areas of the

State are of particular concern. Four geologic occurrences--the Hawthorn

Formation, the Bone Valley Formation, the hardrock phosphate along the Ocala

Uplift, and the Alachua Formation (sometimes referred to as the residual

Hawthorn Formation)--account for the presence of commercial deposits of

phosphate in Florida. The extent of geographic area covered by these

occurrences is shown in Figure 2-2.

Lands expected to present a radiation problem are also defined in

10D-91. Land "which has been mined, reclaimed, reshaped, restored, or

otherwise altered as a result of extraction of phosphate ore" is identified

as subject to implementation of the standard. Also identified are lands

"which are known to contain uranium, thorium, or other naturally occurring

radionuclides or their decay products" to the extent that structures could

exhibit radiation levels above the standards.
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Source: Adapted from Sweeney, J.W., and S.R. Windham. 1979. Florida:
The New Uranium Producer. Bureau of Geology, Division of Resource
Management, Florida Department of Natural Resources, Special
Publication No. 22.

Figure 2-2. Distribution of Phosphate in Florida
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For such lands, methods of home construction that will minimize

radon entry into structures are presented in 10D-91. If a new structure is

not built with listed construction techniques, it must be tested prior to

occupancy, and the owner must undertake remedial action if the structure does

not meet environmental radiation standards. Because most previous studies

focused their measurements in the commercial phosphate regions, additional

measurements throughout the State were needed for the standards to be

applied on an equitable basis.

2.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The objective of the study was to identify all significant geo-

graphical areas in Florida where the State environmental radiation standards

should be applied. Thus; the primary goal of this study was to classify

undeveloped land areas into two typesi-areas where the rule is applicable and

the remainder of the State where the rule does not apply.

Because the rule only applies to new construction and not to

existing housing, measurements of indoor radon prior to construction were

not possible. Additionally, there was no proven direct method for precisely

quantifying potential indoor radon levels for an undeveloped land area

at the time when the study was initiated. Given this state of the art,

the study needed to include existing housing and a variety of measurements,

all with an ultimate goal of being able to differentiate land areas for the

applicability of the State radiation rule. As described in Section 3.0,

GEOMET used measurements for indoor radon and radon progeny, soil radon gas,
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and indoor and outdoor gamma radiation for this survey. Additionally, any

data for similar measurements available at the beginning of the study were

also used.

Another important factor that dictated our approach was the

schedule specified for the study. Study results are to be available within

1 year from the beginning of the study in September 1986, with a part of the

results made available on February 25, 1987. To meet these schedule constraints

and also to have scientifically defensible results of practical value, the

basic framework for GEOMET's approach was developed around the following

considerations

Use all currently available radiometric and
geological data to identify areas of perceived
risk.

Explicitly recognize the given time constraints
for the survey. Although it was desirable to complete
the above item before starting any other work, this
approach was not practical due to time constraints.

Generate accurate information that can be reproduced
to minimize technical uncertainties.

Optimize use of resources by balancing the competing
desires for dense geographic coverage and expensive,
sophisticated data collection strategies.

Carefully explore how the results of the survey can
be or will be used prior to developing a design.

Establish early at least qualitative, if not quanti-
tative, criteria for analyzing results. During
the conduct of the work, but well before its completion,
establish quantitative criteria.

Develop a set of maps early that can be used in
conjunction with field data collection and routine
data processing so that such "standard" maps become a
basis for all subsequent analysis, interpretation,
and enforcement action.
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Our approach, developed in light of these considerations, was

refined in subsequent discussions with the Florida Institute of Phosphate

Research. The following is the verbatim statement of work for the Florida

Statewide Radiation Study:

"Under contract with the Florida Institute of Phosphate Research,

GEOMET Technologies, Inc., will perform the following five tasks:

“1. Task l--Review of Existing Information

a. Review and integration of existing informati
such as radiometric (including NURE) data,
geologic data, and demographic (1980 Census
Population and Housing) data.

on

of

b. Development of a common coordinate system for
plotting maps of geopolitical boundaries (e.g.,
counties), existing information (USGS quadrangle
coordinates), and results from the land-based
survey (quadrangle coordinates) and the population-
based survey (centroids of census tracts or
enumeration districts).

“2. Task 2--Conduct of a Land-Based Survey

a. Measurement of 3-day indoor radon with charcoal
canisters and 1-month soil radon with alpha track
detectors in a maximum of 6 houses per 1:24,000
quadrangle (measurements restricted to habitable
portions of 1,042 quadrangles in the State of
Florida, assumed equivalent to 750 fully habitable
quadrangles or a maximum of 4,500 houses in
total). A minimum of 3,000 homes shall be
surveyed.

b. Measurement of 1-month indoor radon with alpha
track detectors and 3-day indoor radon progeny
with radon progeny integrating sampling units
(RPISUs) in 10 percent of the houses monitored
under 2a, or a maximum of 450 houses in total.

C. Measurements with gamma survey meters (1) indoors
and in the outdoor vicinity of each house monitored
under 2a and (2) while driving between houses
that are monitored.
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d. Survey to be administered in two phases;
Phase I to cover the lower one-third of the State
and Phase II to cover the upper two-thirds of the
State.

e. No less than 15 nor more than 45 structures
surveyed in part (a) shall be public schools or
other public buildings.

"3. Task 3--Conduct of a Population-Based Survey

a. Measurement of 3-day indoor radon with charcoal
canisters in a maximum of 3,000 houses. A minimum
of 2,500 houses shall be surveyed.

b. Houses to be selected randomly and to cover all
67 counties in Florida.

C. Survey to be administered in up to four phases
(750 houses per phase) at intervals of approximately
6 weeks.

"4. Task 4--Assessment of Environmental Radiation Rule

a. Assembly of results from Tasks 2 and 3 to identify
the proportion of houses in various subareas of
the State (e.g., counties or 1:24,000 quadrangles)
in which radiation standards are exceeded.

b. Based on a statistical analysis of the results
assembled under 4a, identification of all significant
land areas of the State of Florida in which the
State environmental radiation rule (10D-91,
F.A.C.) shall be applied.

"5 . Task 5--Reporting

a. Provision of monthly progress reports beginning
October 15, 1986; reports to include a summary of
progress during the past month, plans for the
next month, and any significant problems encountered.

b. Provision of an interim report by January 31, 1987
(draft) and February 25, 1987 (final); report to
include results of Task 1, results to date of
Phase I of Task 2 and Phase I of Task 3, and a
preliminary assessment of the State rule based on
available data.
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C. Provision of a final report by August 15, 1987
(draft) and September 15, 1987 (final); report to
include a description of study methods, major
results from each task, and a final assessment of
the State environmental radiation rule based on
all study data.

d. All pertinent software and-analytic techniques, not
proprietary in nature, used in the preparation of
reports and maps, shall be made available upon
request to the Institute.

"Products from the overall work effort will include progress reports, the
interim report, and the final report. In addition, map products will be
developed under Tasks 1, 2, 3, and 4. These maps will indicate the following:

Perceived risk based on existing information (Task 1)

Relative radon concentrations in outdoor soil and indoor
air and relative gamma radiation levels based on the
land-based survey (Task 2)

Relative indoor radon concentrations based on the
population-based survey (Task 3)

Areas of the State of Florida in which provisions of the
State environmental rule shall be applied (Task 4).

"Although USGS maps of scale 1:24,000 will be used to guide the land-based
survey and to code measurement results, all maps of study results will be
produced at a scale of 1:250,000 or smaller."
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Section 3.0

METHODOLOGY

3.1 OVERVIEW

Two complementary approaches were used for the collection of data

for this study--a land-based survey and a population-based survey. Additionally,

existing information, consisting mainly of geologic profiles of the State and

various types of radiometric data, was assembled and analyzed. This subsection

provides an overview of the overall methodology.

Some basic differences between the land-based and population-based

surveys are summarized in Table 3-l. In brief the land-based approach

involved a team of field technicians moving systematically throughout the

State, using U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) maps of a 1:24,000 scale as a

guide for locating residential areas. A technician was sent to each 1:24,000

quadrangle, or quad, to recruit households for measurements by knocking on

doors in residential areas, explaining the nature and importance of the

study, and soliciting their participation.

To maintain appropriate control of data quality and to properly

coordinate efforts, technicians worked as a single team under the control of

a GEOMET field supervisor. Because of the field technicians' involvement, it

was possible to collect various types of data--radon concentrations and radon

progeny working levels inside residences, radon concentrations in the nearby

soil, and gamma radiation levels both inside and outside residences. However,

the single-team approach did not allow different regions of the State to be

covered simultaneously, as could be accomplished in the population-based survey.
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Table 3-1. Basic Differences Between Land-Based and Population-Based Surveys 

Characteristic Land-Based Survey Population-Based Survey 

Geographic Units to 
Be Surveyed 

USGS 1:24,000 quads 

Method of Household 
Selection 

Technician's judgment 
in each quad 

Information that 
Can Be Collected 

Indoor radon and radon 
progeny, soil radon, 
and indoor/outdoor 
gamma radiation 

Timing of Information Field team moves 
systematically 
throughout the State 

Geographic Units for County 
Which Measurement Zip Code 
Results Can Be Summarized USGS 1:24,000 quads 

Census tracts and 
enumeration districts 

Random selection from 
computer data base 

Indoor radon 

Can be qathered from 
differeit parts of 
the State almost 
simultaneously or at 
different times 

County 
Zip Code 
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The population-based survey involved mailing letters and question-

naires to residences throughout the State for participant recruitment. This

type of survey is well suited to the use of 1980 Census data as a basis for

selecting a random sample of households with known probabilities. The types

of measurements that could be conducted by mail were restricted to indoor

radon measurements. Because the population-based survey was administered

by mail, different parts of the State could be surveyed at the same time and

each part of the State could be surveyed more than once. The population

survey was conducted in four cycles spread over a 6-month period.

Because the population-based and land-based approaches each offered

distinct, complementary advantages to the project, both were used. Collection

of data by these two different routes offered a means of checking the consistency

of results for different areas of the State. The greater measurement detail

from the land-based survey strengthened the single measurement for each

house from the population-based survey, and the greater time-related detail

from the population-based survey strengthened the one-time measurements

for each geographic area from the land-based survey. By design, a minimum of

3,000 households were to participate in the land-based survey and a minimum

of 2,500 households in the population-based survey. Methods used for the two

surveys are described in greater detail in Sections 3.2 (land-based) and 3.3

(population-based).

Existing information, consisting mainly of geologic profiles of

the State and various types of radiometric data from projects of modest

scope, was assembled and analyzed by researchers at the University of Florida

to construct indexes of potential for each county. Data from a larger project,
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National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) survey, were acquired and

analyzed by GEOMET staff. The methods used to process and analyze these data

are described in Section 3.4.

Approaches to ensuring high-quality measurements, assessing data

quality, and integrating the various types of measurement results for analysis

are described in Section 3.5. Methods of data analysis are outlined in

Section 3.6; much of the analysis was directed toward identifying land areas

with evidence of elevated radon potential. Indexes of radon potential were

developed to aid this assessment; criteria for these indexes are discussed in

Section 3.7.

3.2 LAND-BASED SURVEY

The State of Florida has been mapped by the USGS* at a scale of

1:24,000 (1 in = 2,000 ft). Each 1:24,000 map covers a quadrangle 7.5'

(l/8 of 1°) in latitude and longitude, an area of about 60 mi2. Approximately

1,000 such maps are required to cover the entire State of Florida. Each map

indicates roadways, bodies of water, and land areas that are color-coded

according to use. Individual residences or clusters of residences are

indicated on the map with a special symbol (see Figure 3-l). Although many

of these maps are based on aerial photographic surveys flown in the 1970s or

earlier, they serve as an indicator of the relative housing density and

specific locations where residences are likely to be found. The USGS

1:24,000 maps formed the basis for the land-based survey strategy.

* U.S. Geological Survey, Mapping Department, 12201 Sunrise Valley Drive,
Reston, VA, 22092, (703) 648-4000.
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Figure 3-l. Illustrative Portion of a USGS 1:24,000 Map
(Mulberry Quadrangle)
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County highway maps produced by the Florida Department of Transportation

provided additional guidance in locating housing areas and roads.

The general strategy for recruiting households for the land-based

survey was to first review the maps to determine candidate residential areas

in each quadrangle and then drive to these areas. Residences within each

candidate area were recruited by a technician knocking on doors, explaining

the nature and purpose of the study with the aid of an introductory letter

from FIPR (see Figure 3-2), explaining the types and durations of measurements

to be taken, and asking the resident if he or she wished to participate.

The types of measurements and their respective durations are listed

in Table 3-2. Three-day indoor radon and 1-month soil radon measurements and

instantaneous indoor/outdoor measurements of gamma radiation were taken in

all residences. Three-day radon progeny measurements and l-month radon

measurements were taken indoors in a subset of participating homes. All

measurement devices for the land-based survey were deployed by technicians,

who instructed participants when and how to retrieve the devices and return

them in postage-paid mailers.

To avoid confusion, mailers for short-term measurements (radon

canisters) were left with participants whereas mailers and instructions for

long-term measurements (alpha track detectors) were sent by mail shortly

before the time when retrieval was scheduled. Radon progeny integrating

sampling units (RPISUs), deployed in a subset of participating homes, were
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retrieved by field technicians. Participants signed a simple agreement form

on which they indicated whether or not they wished to receive results from

the indoor measurement. A copy of a pamphlet* discussing various issues

related to radon was given to each study participant.

The survey was restricted to slab-on-grade structures (single-family

residences in almost all cases) so that different areas of the State could be

compared on an equitable basis. Because of the sensitive nature of the issue

of radon measurements, the survey excluded renter-occupied residences and was

restricted to owner-occupied residences. To further ensure the comparability

of measurement results, only those residents who were willing to maintain

"closed-house" conditions during a 3-day period of radon measurement with

charcoal canisters were to be allowed to participate.

During September 1986, a preliminary survey was conducted to

evaluate recruitment and measurement protocols and to assess the extent of

variation that could be expected in measurement results. Three quads

representing different presumed levels of radon potential were surveyed:

Mulberry quad (Polk County)--presumed high potential

Dunnellon quad (Marion/Citrus Counties)--presumed moderate
potential

Vero Beach quad (Indian River County)--presumed low
potential.

For the preliminary survey, as many as 20 residences were to be recruited

from each quad. Because each quad had some sizable areas that were either

* U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air and Radiation, and
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control.
1986. A Citizen's Guide to Radon: What It Is and What To Do About It.
OPA-86-004.
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uninhabited or without eligible residences, the actual number of homes

surveyed was 16 for Mulberry, 7 for Dunnellon, and 11 for Vero Beach. These

numbers were in excess of the four to six homes per quad that were planned in

the initial design of the land-based survey so that adequacy of four to six

homes per quad could be assessed.

The preliminary survey was invaluable for assessing protocols,

estimating the time required to recruit participants, and providing information

about measurement variations. Gamma measurements while driving between

residential areas, planned under the initial protocol, were dropped because

the readings were heavily influenced by the characteristics of the road

surface that was traveled, and thus did not represent the surrounding

terrain. Protocols and associated field forms were documented in a report

entitled “Florida Statewide Radiation Study: Operational Protocol for the

Land-Based Survey" (GEOMET Report Number IE-1695, submitted to FIPR in

October 1986).

Indoor radon levels were higher and more variable in the high-

and moderate-potential quads than in the low-potential quads. Nonetheless, a

decision was made not to scale the number of measurements per quad to radon

potential because not all areas of the State could be confidently characterized

with respect to potential at an early stage of the project. Instead, a more

practical approach was adopted whereby the number of homes to be recruited

from each quad was generally scaled to the availability of residences, but

limited to a maximum of six homes per quadrangle.

This approach allowed data collection with a nearly uniform spatial

distribution throughout the State. Based on the preliminary survey experience
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and a review of maps, it was anticipated that about 2,500 study residences

would be recruited from the first pass through the State. Thus, some resources

would remain for revisiting selected areas to provide additional information

for an assessment.

Recruitment of field technicians for the survey began during

September 1986 and training was conducted in Tampa in October. During this

period, monitoring equipment and samplers for the survey were ordered and

tested as required. Training began in the classroom and ended with field

sessions, where trainees accompanied by field supervisors. went through all

recruitment and measurement procedures. Technicians hired for the project

then performed these procedures on their own during a formal pretest period.

Based on the pretest experience, minor revisions to protocols were

made, primarily to streamline gamma radiation measurements. The most substan-

tive revision was to allow a "closed-room" protocol, whereby the constraint

of keeping exterior doors and windows closed during the 3-day sampling period

was restricted to the room in which the radon canister was placed. The

"closed-room" protocol was allowed as a last resort for geographic areas and

weather conditions for which maintenance of "closed-house" conditions was

considered impractical by occupants. This compromise to the customary

sampling protocol was minimized to the extent feasible and was documented so

that such cases could be separated in the analysis.

The first phase of the land-based survey started in the Tampa area

and proceeded east and south, covering parts of Pasco, Polk, Osceola, and

Brevard Counties and all counties to the south. This phase of the survey was

completed in mid

cover the rema

 -December 1986. The field team then returned to Tampa to

nder of the partially covered counties and all counties to the
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north. This phase of the survey, which ended in the panhandle area, was

completed in February 1987. During a third phase conducted in March 1987,

the field team performed additional sampling in most counties in the west

central part of the State, extending as far as Gilchrist and Alachua Counties

to the north and Lee and Hendry Counties to the south, As a result of this

supplemental sampling effort, more than six homes were sampled in some

quadrangles.

As noted in the statement of work given in Section 2.0, some

public schools or other public buildings were to be included in the land-based

survey. At the request of the FIPR project manager, measurements in such

buildings were conducted under the population-based survey, discussed below.

A radon sampler (charcoal canister) was sent to one public school in all

counties except Hillsborough, Polk, and Sarasota, where samplers were sent to

two schools.

3.3 POPULATION-BASED SURVEY

The population-based survey was guided by 1980 Census of Population

and Housing data collected by the U.S. Census Bureau, which provides enumera-

tions of persons and housing units for each State by county and by county

subareas such as census tracts and enumeration districts (EDs).* A stratified

random sampling design was used, wherein residences from each of Florida's 67

counties were sampled independently.

* Census tracts are small, relatively permanent areas delineated by the
Census Bureau, mainly in metropolitan areas. Tracts generally have between
2,500 and 8,000 residents and are designed to be homogeneous with respect
to population characteristics, economic status, and living conditions. In
rural areas, enumeration districts are delineated; these tend to be
larger in area but smaller in population than tracts. About half of
Florida's counties are tracted and the remainder contain EDs. A few
counties contain both; in these cases, EDs are subsets of census tracts.
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The number of residences to be sampled from each county was scaled

to the number of occupied housing units (Table 3-3), with 16 housing units to

be sampled from the least populated counties and 160 units to be sampled from

the most populated counties. In total, 3,312 participants were sought for

the population-based survey; this number represents just under 0.1 percent of

the occupied housing units throughout the State of Florida (3.74 million as

of 1980).

Within each county, census tracts or EDs were sampled with proba-

bilities proportional to size (PPS), with the measure of size being the

number of owner-occupied, single-unit attached or detached structures.

Within each tract/ED that was sampled, two participants were sought. This

strategy, when combined with the above PPS approach, yields an ultimate

sample of households in each county with equal selection probabilities.

Selection probabilities do, however, vary slightly from county to county.

To provide information on time-related variations in radon concen-

trations, the population-based survey was split into four cycles to be

carried out at intervals of about 6 weeks. One-fifth of the tracts/EDs

selected for the survey were included in all four cycles and the remainder in

only one cycle each. This approach can be illustrated for a county with five

census tracts (designated A through E) as follows:
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Within each cell of this matrix, two participants were sought. Thus,

participants from tract A would have selection probabilities four times

higher than tracts B through E. Tract A would be used to quantify time-related

radon variations within a subarea of the county.

The sampling design described above requires five (A through E)

tracts/EDs for every 16 participants that are sought. As shown in Table 3-3,

the number of participants sought per county was scaled in multiples of

16 to accommodate this design. The design was carried out by obtaining a

census data file on computer tape from the Census-Bureau-designated data

processing center for the State. Counts of owner-occupied, single unit

attached or detached structures were extracted from the data files for each

tract or ED in each county.

After tracts and EDs were randomly sampled, a request was sent to

Donnelly Marketing (Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois), which maintains a computerized

data base of residential listings (name, address, and telephone number where

available) that is compiled mainly from telephone directories. The data base

is organized to permit random sampling of households by county or by county

subareas such as tracts, EDs, or zip codes. A list of tracts/EDs to be

sampled for each cycle of the survey was sent to Donnelly Marketing, which

drew a random sample of single-family residences in each designated tract/ED

and supplied mailing labels and a computer tape listing the sample. To

accommodate factors such as nonresponse or ineligibility for the survey,

Donnelly Marketing was instructed to draw a sample 10 times as large as that

actually needed for the sampling design.
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Households selected for the survey were sent a brief screening

survey with a letter from GEOMET soliciting their participation, a letter of

support from FIPR, and a 1-page summary description about radon. The

screening questionnaire contained three questions about the type of structure,

structure foundation, and ownership. bike the land-based survey, only

owner-occupied, single-family structures with slab-on-grade foundations were

eligible. The questionnaire also indicated that some of the responding

households would be selected for a 3-day radon measurement at no cost to

them. Respondents were asked to indicate their interest in participating in

this measurement and to provide limited contact information (name, telephone

number, and convenient times to be called) if they were interested.

From respondents to the screening questionnaire who met eligibility

requirements and were willing to participate, homes were randomly selected

for radon measurements within each tract or ED. In cases where tracts or EDS

exactly met or fell short of the quota, all eligible and willing respondents

were selected. Participants were sent a letter notifying them of their

selection (Figure 3-3), along with a charcoal canister, a booklet of instruc-

tions and records for radon sampling, and a postage-paid return mailer. The

booklet (1) described the "closed-house" sampling requirements; (2) provided

instructions for choosing a sampling location, starting and stopping the

sample, and returning the sampler to the laboratory; and (3) requested

documentation of the sampler location, start and stop times, sampling condi-

tions, and selected characteristics of the residence.

A pretest of the population-based survey was initiated-in October

1986 by mailing screening questionnaires to randomly selected households in
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Figure 3-3. Letter to Participants Selected for Radon Measurements
for the Population-Based Survey
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Dade, Marion, and Washington Counties. Charcoal canisters were sent to

eligible and willing respondents during November. The pretest confirmed the

need to send screening questionnaires to IO times as many households as

required to compensate for nonresponse, ineligibility, or unwillingness to

participate. It was discovered through the pretest that Donnelly Marketing's

data base was less complete for rural areas such as Washington County. For

such counties, additional EDs needed to be sent to Donnelly for the formal

survey in case the primary selections were not covered by their data base.

Lastly, the pretest revealed that only about two-thirds of the

respondents who indicated a willingness to participate actually completed the

radon measurement. To compensate for this rate of nonparticipation and the

fact that eligible and willing participants could not be found in all tracts

or EDs, the quota of residences selected for measurements from each tract/ED

was increased from two to four. In addition, for selected rural counties in

which few slab-on-grade homes could be located, some samplers were sent to

homes with crawlspaces. Such homes were "flagged" in the data base so that

they could be included in, or excluded from, later analysis.

The first cycle of the formal survey began in December 1986. The

screening questionnaires for the final cycle of the survey were mailed by

early May 1987, and the last batch of samplers was mailed to prospective

participants during the last week in May.

3.4 EXISTING INFORMATION FROM OTHER STUDIES

The collection of existing information focused on what is believed to

be the major source of indoor radon in Florida, namely, the entry of radon
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directly from the soil underlying the structure. Six categories of existing

data were identified:

Analyses of the radiation data from the NURE program were conducted by GEOMET

staff. The other types of existing information were analyzed by researchers at

the University of Florida under a subcontract with GEOMET; the description of

methods pertinent to those data are extracted from the University of Florida

report entitled "Radon Potential in Florida," which is

entirety in Appendix A.

reproduced in its

Of the six categories of existing data ident

radon and radon progeny are the primary parameters of

ified above, indoor

interest in assessing

indoor exposure routes; however, the coverage of existing data was not

sufficiently comprehensive for performing a statewide assessment of the

likelihood of elevated indoor radon. The other categories of data are

various steps removed from the primary parameters of interest, but provide

further depth and/or geographic extent of coverage.
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The availability and implications of each type of data were assessed

on a county-by-county basis. Parameter-specific ratings were assigned when

data related to such parameters were available; from these ratings a five-point

composite scale of radon potential (low, medium-low, medium, medium-high, and

high) was constructed. The data review and assessment began in October 1986

and was completed in January 1987.

The pool of existing indoor radon data from other studies included

460 points in 39 counties and consists mainly of data collected by the

University of Pittsburgh, the University of Florida, and the Terradex Cor-

poration. The score assigned to each county was based on the fraction of

measured homes above 4 picocuries per liter (pCi/L) and the fraction projected

to be above 4 pCi/L on the basis of the geometric mean and standard deviation,

assuming a lognormal distribution.

Soil gas radon or radon flux measurements existed only in eight

counties, several of which had only a single data point. The soil radium

data for the State included 765 entries for 284 sites in 37 counties.

Disturbed sites were excluded from the preliminary analysis. Mined areas in

Hamilton and Polk Counties were treated separately. The effective radium
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concentration* (ERC), expressed in pCi/g, was used as the basis for assess-

ment of potential. ERCs were also inferred from gamma-ray well logs for

14 counties with no soil radium data and for 8 counties with surface but no

depth data available.

Data from gamma radiation surveys were available for eight counties.

Assessment of potential was based on readings in microroentgens per hour

(µR/h) for unmined and disturbed (active mine, mined, or reclaimed) lands.

Geologic information was used to judge potential for each county on the basis

of equivalent uranium-bearing surface (equivalent surface), for which the

scale ranged from 0 to 100.

The single source of radiation data that was uniformly available

throughout the State resulted from the NURE program, under which aerial gamma

radiation surveys were conducted across Florida in early 1981. The NURE data

are based on gamma spectroscopy, allowing the separation of contributions

from potassium-40, thorium-232, and uranium-238 decay series to the gross

gamma count rate (0.4 to 3.0 MeV).

The NURE data provide statewide coverage through east-west transects

at a spacing of 6 mi. Perpendicular north-south tie lines were also flown

* The effective radium
projected to deliver

concentration is the uniform radium-226 concentration
the same radon to the surface as the actual profile,
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at approximately 20-mi intervals. The NURE data have been summarized on

nine-track tapes in separate files for each 1:250,000 quadrangle.* The State

of Florida is covered at this scale by 15 maps produced by USGS (Figure 3-4).

One of these maps, Dothan, consists mainly of land area in Alabama and covers

only a very small portion of the land area in Florida.

To evaluate the utility of the NURE data for the statewide radio-

metric assessment, magnetic data tapes for three 1:250,000 quadrangles

(Gainesville, Daytona Beach, and Fort Pierce) were ordered from USGS EROS

Data Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, during December 1986. Because

readings from the aerial survey were taken at 1-second intervals, the data

files are quite large, containing as many as 50,000 records. Such extensive

data sets were reduced by producing statistical summaries of radiometric data

and geologic formations by 1:24,000 quadrangle within each 1:250,000 quadrangle.

Statistical summaries were produced for uranium expressed as

apparent terrestrial concentration in ppm equivalent U. The spatial trends

in relative counts/concentrations and the association of higher readings with

the occurrence of specific types of map geologic units (e.g., Tertiary

Hawthorn Formation) appeared to be very informative. Consequently, tape

files for all remaining 1:250,000 quadrangles except Dothan were ordered and

statistical summaries were produced and analyzed.

3.5 DATA QUALITY AND INTEGRATION

3.5.1 Quality Control and Quality Assurance

The quality of an environmental measurement is dependent on the

performance characteristics of the sample collection device, the appropriate-

ness of sampling conditions, the integrity of the sample between collection

* A 1:250,000 quadrangle, covering 1° latitude and 2° longitude, is
to 128 1:24,000 quadrangles, or an area of 8,000 to 8,500 mi2 for
of Florida.

equivalent
the State
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in the field and analysis in the laboratory, and performance characteristics

of analytical equipment and operators in the laboratory. Levels of accuracy

and precision during the period when the statewide survey was conducted

were assessed for both charcoal canisters (GEOMET Laboratory) and alpha

track detectors (Terradex Laboratory) through participation in EPA's Radon

Measurement Proficiency Testing Program (RMP). The precision of the sampling

and analytical process was further documented by deploying samplers in

duplicate for approximately 10 percent of the monitored residences.

For charcoal canisters, GEOMET established a laboratory at the

facilities of Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) in

Clearwater, Florida. Technology transfer from GEOMET to this satellite

laboratory was accomplished in October 1986. The performance of this

laboratory's equipment and its analysts was assessed through daily cali-

bration of gamma-counters, submission of open and blind quality control

samples by GEOMET, and participation in the RMP. Laboratory procedures were

documented in a report entitled "Florida Statewide Radiation Study: Operational

Protocol for the Charcoal Canister Analytical Laboratory" (GEOMET Report

Number IE-1703, October 1986). Based on a lower detection limit of 0.4 pCi/L,

all calculated concentrations below this level were assigned a value of 0.2 pCi/L.

For the land-based survey, the appropriateness of sample siting was

ensured through technician training, and sample sites were documented on

field forms. The protocol for sampling conditions was explained to the

occupants and maintenance of such conditions during sampling was documented

by participants on forms that they returned with exposed samplers. For the

population-based survey, both sampler deployment and maintenance of appropriate

sampling conditions were carried out by the participant. An instruction
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and record booklet, returned with the exposed sampler, was used to document

deployment, retrieval, and sampling conditions.

Scintillometers used to measure gamma radiation for the land-based

calibrated through participation in exercises held in thesurvey were

Bartow area

coordinated

Field techn

during September 1986 and February 1987. These exercises were

by Florida's Department of Health and Rehabilitation Services.

icians using the scintillometers recorded instrument settings,

counts referenced to a calibration setting, and background counts at every

monitored residence so that measured count rates for gross gamma (above

0.4 MeV) could be properly converted to microroentgen-per-hour (µR/h) readings.

Due to production delays, the RPISUs chosen to measure radon

progeny working levels for the land-based survey were not received by GEOMET

until December 1986. Following tests in the Department of Energy's radon

chamber and GEOMET's research houses to calibrate these instruments and

verify adequate performance, they were released to the field in January 1987;

thus, they were used only during part of the land-based survey.

For radon measurements with charcoal canisters, a series of data

quality flags was developed to document the following types of compromises

to the protocol for sampling, retrieval, and return to the laboratory:

Dates/times of opening or closing the sampler were
not documented. (Corrective action: retrieval of
this information by mail or telephone.)

Closed-room, rather than closed-house, conditions
were maintained during sampling.

The exposure period for the sampler was less than
48 hours or greater than 96 hours.

The sampler was not sealed properly or was dented.
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The delay period between closing the sampler and its
arrival for analysis at the laboratory was greater
than 7 days.

The sampler was returned without documentation forms.
(Corrective action: participant contacted by mail
or telephone to obtain missing information.)

With these types of flags, it was possible to successively restrict the

study data base to measurements considered to represent higher quality. In

addition, as noted in Section 3.3, any home with a crawlspace selected for

the population-based survey was given a special flag to indicate this

compromise to

The

studies could

eligibility criteria.

quality assurance aspects of existing data from previous

not be explicitly addressed because these measurments were

conducted outside of this study. The primary concern lies in the degree of

representativeness with regard to the needs of this study. In most cases,

differences in objectives resulted in data sets that were obviously sparse

with regard to a county-based assessment. In other cases, a sufficiently

large number of data points was available, but the degree of representative-

ness could be questioned because data collection was not necessarily based on

random sampling.

Past experience indicates that problems with calibration inconsisten-

cies are likely to be small.* The primary contributors of the indoor radon

* Nero et al. 1986. "Distribution of Airborne Radon-222 Concentrations in
U.S. Homes. Science, Vol, 234, pp. 992-97.
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data, for example, have participated in EPA's RMP, and much of the data were

extracted from peer-reviewed publications.

3.5.2 Data Integration

Two types of data integration were required:

Uniting the various types of measurement results
for each residence in the land-based and population-
based surveys according to a common format

Uniting the results from three information sources--
land-based survey, population-based survey, and
existing information--to assess their consistency
and implications.

Integration of data from the field surveys was complicated because samplers

were not always received in the same order as they were deployed, due to

delays attributable to occupants or to the U.S. postal service. Forms

completed by technicians when they visited each residence were used as a

basis for constructing a master file containing identifiers for each home and

each type, of sample as well as county, quadrangle, and zip codes. These

forms were collected by the field supervisor and sent to the home office on a

weekly basis. All field measurement results were eventually merged with the

master file. A similar master file was prepared for residences selected for

the population-based survey.

The flow of different types of sample media and associated forms

from the field to laboratories and the office, enabling ultimate entry and

merging of measurement results, is shown for the land-based survey in

Figure 3-5. Data were entered with IBM personal computers and compatibles

using Lotus l-2-3 software and were merged using dBASE III software. Data

integration for the population-based survey was simpler because only charcoal
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canisters were used, but the ultimate data files were formatted in a manner

compatible with those from the land-based survey.

Integration of data from the land-based and population-based

surveys was partly accomplished through use of similar data file formats.

Further integration among these data sets, the index of radon potential

for existing data, and the outputs from the NURE data base was achieved

through computation of summary statistics or indexes at compatible units of

geography--county, 1:24,000 quadrangle, and zip code. As a visual aid to the

display and analysis of results, a series of base maps and overlays were

prepared by Martel Laboratories (St. Petersburg, Florida), a subcontractor

for cartographic services. Three basic mapping tools were prepared and used:

A single map for the State of Florida showing county
boundaries, produced at a 1:4,000,000 scale

A series of 14 maps (one per 1:250,000 quadrangle)
showing boundaries of counties and 1:24,000 quadrangles,
produced at a 1:1,000,000 scale

A series of 14 maps showing boundaries of counties,
1:24,000 quadrangles and zip codes, produced at a
1:250,000 scale.

Analytical strategies associated with these geographic units are described

below.

3.6 DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis efforts focused on addressing the fundamental study

objective--identification of geographic areas where the State environmental

radiation rule should be applied. Analyses began at the county level to

determine whether certain counties could be declared as problem-free and,

hence, not subject to the rule. For the remaining counties, further analyses
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were conducted at more refined geographic levels--quadrangle and zip code--

to discover whether elevated radiation levels apparent from county-level

statistics were widely distributed or confined to specific localities. This

The various data sets assembled under this study were used in a

complementary fashion at each level of geographic analysis. As shown in

Table 3-4, at least two data sets could be used for each level of analysis.

Four data sets--results from the land-based survey, results from the population-
.

based survey, results from the NURE survey, and the index of radon potential

developed from other existing information --were used at the county level and

two data sets each at the quadrangle and zip code levels. Thus, no level of

analysis relied exclusively on one data set, and the degree to which different

data sets reinforced or contradicted one another was considered in the analysis.

Table 3-4. Data Sets Used at Three Different Levels of Geographic Analysis
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Analyses at the county level focused on the following parameters:

Indoor radon measured in the land-based and population-
based surveys

Soil radon and indoor/outdoor gamma radiation measured
in the land-based survey

Terrestrial uranium measured in the NURE program

Other existing information.

Counties were screened for elevated radiation levels based on: (1) the

highest reading from any house in the county for each parameter measured in

the land- and population-based surveys and (2) the highest quadrangle average

in the county for terrestrial uranium. To essentially place these different

parameters on an equal footing, an index of radon potential ranging from 1 to

5 was assigned to each. A similar index was developed on the basis of other

existing information. The criteria chosen for each index are discussed in

Section 3.7. Through analysis of these indexes, counties were grouped into

three categories--those with definite evidence of elevated radon potential,

those with limited evidence, and those with no evidence.

For counties with definite evidence of elevated radon potential,

further analysis was conducted with 1:24,000 quadrangles as the geographic

unit for assessing the spatial extent of elevated radiation levels. Considera-

tions in determining elevated levels were the maximum level measured within.

the quadrangle and the proportion of homes with measurements above the value

used to define the midpoint of the county index for each parameter (see

Section 3.7). For the terrestrial uranium readings from the NURE program,

quadrangle averages were examined.
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For both counties and quadrangles, the proportion of homes with

measurement results at or above the value associated with the midpoint of

each index was tested for statistical significance using the following

formula:

where p is the proportion of homes at or above the value, q is equal to one

minus p, and n is the number of homes with measurement results. Using normal

approximation theory, for values of Z greater than 1.65 it was concluded that

the proportion is significantly greater than zero; this test is equivalent to

constructing a 90 percent confidence interval for p and determining whether

the interval is away from zero. For small sample sizes (i.e., n < lO), exact

confidence intervals calculated by Clopper and Pearson* were used.

Various types of supplementary analyses were also conducted to

address issues peripheral to the identification of land areas subject to the

rule. More specifically, the analyses addressed:

1. Results of sampling in schools

2. Accuracy and precision of indoor and soil radon
samplers

3. Distribution of equilibrium factors

4. Correlations among different types of radiation
measurements

* Clopper, C.J. , and E.S. Pearson. 1934. "The Use of Confidence or
Fiducial Limits Illustrated in the Case of the Binomial," Biometrika.
26:404-413.
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5. Time-related variations for indoor radon
concentrations

6. Impacts of special sampling conditions such as
homes with crawlspaces and homes in which windows
were opened or a "closed-room" protocol was used
during sampling.

3.7 CRITERIA FOR INDEXES OF RADON POTENTIAL

The radiation standards in Rule lOD-91.1104 of the Florida

Administrative Code are quite explicit--the mean gamma exposure rate in a

dwelling, school, or commercial building is not to exceed 20 µR/h, including

background, and the annual average radon decay product concentration is not

to exceed 0.02 working level (WL), including background. For each measurement

parameter, a conservative approach (i.e., one that would tend

greater protection of public health) was used in selecting val

3.7.1 Criteria Related to Gamma Radiation

Application of the study measurement results to the µR/h standard

to provi

ues for

de

indexes.

is quite straightforward. For the land-based survey, scintillometers were

used to measure gamma radiation (in counts per second) both inside and out-

side study residences. Through calibration exercises, the gamma readings

were converted to units of µR/h. Because previous external gamma radiation

surveys conducted by the State* used a value of 10 µR/h in displaying results,

the midpoint for the index of radon potential was chosen as 15 µR/h, a value

25 percent below the standard.

* Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitation Services. 1978. Study
of Radon Daughter Concentrations in Polk and Hillsborough Counties.
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Using a midpoint of 15 µR/h and increments of 5 µR/h, the following

index was developed for indoor gamma measurements in assessing radon potential

at the county level:

Thus, the lowest value of the index relates to a level that is half the  

standard, whereas the highest value corresponds to a level 25 percent above

the standard.

3.7.2 Criteria Related to Indoor Radon Decay Products

Application of the study measurement results to the annual WL

standard is more difficult. It was not feasible from standpoints of logistics,

costs, or timeliness of results needed for this project to perform annual

measurements. Similarly, it was more cost-effective to measure radon concen-

trations than radon decay product WL. Thus, in developing the index of radon

potential, it is necessary to consider both the equilibrium factor, which

quantifies the relationship between radon decay product WL and radon concen-

trations indoors, and the length of the sampling period.
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The equilibrium factor (E) is defined as follows:

where concentrations of radon decay products are measured in WL and radon

concentrations are measured in picocuries per liter (pCi/L). The factors

affecting the equilibrium between radon and decay products are not completely

understood, but the equilibrium factor is rarely outside the interval 0.3 to

0.7, averaging approximately 0.5. * At equilibrium factors of 0.25 and 0.75,

the level of 0.02 WL equates to annual average radon concentrations of 8 pCi/L

and 2.7 pCi/L, respectively. At the value (0.5) usually cited by EPA as an

average or typical equilibrium factor for homes in the United States, the

standard equates to an average annual concentration of 4 pCi/L. For Florida

homes, the average value of the equilibrium factor is believed to be close to

0.4.

To compare an annual standard to measurements of shorter duration,

such as 1 mo or 3 d, assumptions must be considered regarding the mean,

standard deviation, and shape of the distribution. For most environ-

mental parameters, either a normal curve or a lognormal curve can adequately

approximate the shape of the annual distribution of short-term measurements

taken at a single location. In a recent study** performed during the heating

season, we observed that the coefficient of variation (i.e., ratio of the

* George, A.C. 1985. "Measurements of Sources and Air Concentrations of
Radon and Radon Daughters in Residential Buildings. ASHRAE Transactions 91(2),
Paper Number HI-85-39, No. 1.

** "Characterization of Indoor Air Quality in Energy-Efficient Housing,"
Wisconsin Electric Power Company Contract Number CS-125.
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standard deviation to the mean) for radon samples from the same residence

averaged 0.1 for 1-mo samples and 0.2 for 3-d samples. Considering possible

variations across seasons, the coefficient of variation might be twice as

large, or 0.2 for 1-mo samples and 0.4 for 3-d samples.

Using an annual average of 4 pCi/L as an example, then, the expected

standard deviations for a single house would be 0.8 pCi/L for a 1-mo sample

and 1.6 pCi/L for a 3-d sample. Given these parameters and the assumption of

a normal distribution, one can ask the question: "What value for a single

sample from that house can be taken as conclusive evidence that the annual

average is at or above 4 pCi/L?" On a statistical basis, the appropriate

value is l.65 standard deviations above the mean (such a value would occur,

at most, 5 percent of the time if the true annual mean is below 4 pCi/L).

Thus, the appropriate value for a 1-mo sample is 4+(0.8x1.65), or 5.3 pCi/L,

and the appropriate value for a 3-d sample is 4+(1.6x1.65), or 6.6 pCi/L.

If a lognormal distribution is assumed, the values do not change substantially--

5.4 pCi/L for a 1-mo sample and 7.0 pCi/L for a 3-d sample.

Given the above considerations, radon concentrations ‘corresponding

to the 0.02 WL annual average for decay products are shown in Table 3-5 for

different equilibrium factors and sampling durations. Based on the information

given in this table, 4 pCi/L was chosen as the central value for the index of

radon potential. For a home with an annual average decay product concentration

of 0.02 WL and an equilibrium factor of 0.5, such a measurement result would

occur approximately half the time. Thus, any measurement result for a county

at or above 4 pCi/L provides some evidence that there might be one or more homes
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in the county with an annual average concentration of 4.0 pCi/L or higher.

The occurrence of higher values, such as 8 pCi/L or 12 pCi/L, provide stronger

evidence that such a situation exists. A concentration of 2.0 pCi/L would

provide some evidence only in the relatively unlikely event that there are

homes with an equilibrium factor of one.

The values in Table 3-5 are appropriate under the assumption that

closed-house conditions are maintained throughout the year. Opening windows

would dilute the indoor radon concentration and, thus, even higher measurement

results under closed-house conditions would equate to the annual standard.

However, our index of radon potential draws from the values given in the

table to protect against the worst-case condition (i.e., no windows opened

throughout the year), which could occur in some schools or commercial buildings

in Florida or even in selected residences (e.g., homes of individuals with

allergies).
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Based on the above discussion, the following index was developed

for indoor radon measurements in assessing radon potential at the county

level:

l--All measurements in the county below 2.0 pCi/L

2--Highest measurement in the county between
2.0 and 3.9 pCi/L

3--Highest measurement in the county between
4.0 and 7.9 pCi/L

4--Highest measurement in the county between
8.0 and 11.9 pCi/L

5--Highest measurement in the county at or above
12 pCi/L.

3.7.3 Criteria Related to Soil Radon and Near-Surface Uranium

Radon concentrations in the-soil near the residence were collected

as part of the land-based survey and data files were obtained with results

from aerial radiation surveys flown throughout the State in 1981 as

part of the NURE program. The two principal parameters used for analysis--

soil radon concentrations from the land-based survey and apparent terrestrial

uranium concentrations from the NURE survey--do not relate directly to the

environmental radiation standards for Florida, but should correlate to some

extent with indoor radon concentrations or gamma radiation levels.

As part of schemes to decrease radon decay products indoors, the

Swedish Board of Physical Planning has proposed a classification of risk*

to houses from radon from the ground. Normal radon ground is defined by soil

* Swedjemark, G.A. 1986. "Swedish Limitation Schemes to Decrease Rn
Daughters in Indoor Air," Health Physics 51(5).
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gas concentrations ranging from 270 to 1350 pCi/L or by terrestrial uranium

concentrations ranging from 2.4 to 8.0 ppm-equivalent (ppme). Low radon

ground and high radon ground are defined by the extremes of these ranges.

Based on the Swedish criteria, the following index was developed for radon

soil measurements in assessing radon potential at the county level:

The intermediate points (630 and 990 dCi/L) were arbitrarily chosen to

provide constant increments between the low and high ends of the range. On a

similar basis, the following index was developed for terrestrial uranium

concentrations in assessing radon potential:
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The intermediate points (4.3 and 6.2 ppm) provide constant increments between

the low and high ends of the range.

3.7.4 Summary

The criteria chosen for indexes of radon potential related to gamma

radiation, indoor radon, soil radon, and terrestrial uranium are listed in

Table 3-6. These criteria may be refined in light of subsequent data

analysis. For example, the analysis could indicate that a radon soil concen-

tration exceeding 1000 pCi/L is a necessary condition for observing indoor

radon concentrations in excess of 4 pCi/L. If so, then 4 pCi/L for indoor

radon and 1000 pCi/L for soil radon should correspond to the same index

value. (Currently, 4 pCi/L corresponds to an index value of 3 for indoor

radon whereas 1000 pCi/L corresponds to an index value of 4 for soil radon.)
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Section 4.0

GENERAL RESULTS

In this section, the coverage of the land- and population-based

surveys is described, and the results from these two surveys and from

existing information are summarized by county. The results by county are

further synthesized to form indexes of radon potential using the criteria

discussed in Section 3.7. Based on these indexes, counties are identified

for which a more detailed assessment of results is indicated. The section

concludes with a presentation of supplemental information relating to

important study aspects such as measurement quality, results for schools,

radon equilibrium factors, and time-related variations in measurement results.

4.1 SURVEY COVERAGE

A total of 7,244 residences were selected for the study. Field

technicians visited 3,319 homes for the land-based survey, and indoor radon

samplers (charcoal canisters) were mailed to 3,925 homes for the population-

based survey. The temporal and spatial coverages of these two surveys are

described in the subsections that follow.

4.1.1 Land-Based Survey Coverage

The land-based survey was initiated toward the end of October 1986

and completed by the end of March 1987. The coverage of this survey is

summarized in Table 4-l by 1:250,000 quadrangle (see Figure 3-4,

page 3-23). These 14 quadrangles collectively contain 1,032 1:24,000

quadrangles; at least one home was sampled in 629 (61 percent) of these
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quadrangles. Coverage ranged from a high of 92 percent in the Tarpon Springs

1:250,000 quadrangle to a low of 23 percent in the Miami 1:250,000 quadrangle.

The lower coverage in selected quadrangles was due to a lack of housing in

areas with swamps or lakes or to a paucity of slab-on-grade housing that

occurred in some rural areas. The coverage in the Miami quadrangle, for

example, was severely constrained because much of the area was in the Everglades.

On the average, 5.3 homes were sampled per 1:24,000 quadrangle.

In an additional 272 quadrangles (26 percent) for which homes could

not be located but for which there was some access by roads, technicians took

gamma readings at one or more outdoor sites. Thus, in total, there were

901 quadrangles (87 percent of all possible quadrangles) in which either

homes were sampled or outdoor gamma readings were taken.

The coverage of the land-based survey (homes per 100 square miles)

is summarized by county in Table 4-2. For the State as a whole, 6.1 homes

were sampled per 100 mi2. The density of survey coverage was less than 3 homes

per 100 mi2 for 12 counties--Calhoun, Collier, Columbia, Glades, Hendry,

Jefferson, Lafayette, Liberty, Madison, Okeechobee, Taylor, and Union.

Poorer coverage in these counties occurred for two reasons: (1) significant

uninhabited land areas associated with the presence of swamps, lakes, or

National/State parks and (2) lack of homes with slab-on-grade foundations.

4.1.2 Population-Based Survey Coverage

The number of households selected for the population-based survey

is summarized by survey cycle in Table 4-3. A total of 3,925 radon samplers

were mailed to prospective participants identified through a screening
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questionnaire. By design, 1,000 samplers were to be mailed per cycle,

in anticipation of participation rates between 65 and 75 percent based

on the pretest experience, The target number of samplers was met within

±8 percent for each cycle.

Samplers were mailed for this survey beginning in early January

1987 and ending in late May 1987. Because of variations in speed with which

households returned screening questionnaires or samplers mailed to them,

there was some overlap in the time-related coverage of successive survey

cycles. For the first cycle, samplers were deployed by participants mainly

during the latter part of January and the whole of February; for the second

cycle, samplers were largely deployed during March and the first half of

April; most samplers were deployed between the latter part of April and the

first half of May for the third cycle and between the last half of May and

early part of June for the fourth cycle.

The number of homes selected for the population-based survey is

summarized in Table 4-4. Because more homes were sent samplers (3,925) than
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the number initially targeted (3,312) for the entire State to allow for the

possibility of nonparticipation, the ratio of samplers mailed to the target

number was greater than 1 for about three-fourths of the counties. Most

counties with ratios below one have significant rural areas, for which the

coverage of Donnelly Marketing's sampling frame was less complete than for

urban areas and for which proportionately fewer homes had slab-on-grade

foundations.

4.1.3 Sampler Return Rates

The number of prospective

mail for analysis is summarized for

participants returning radon samplers by

the two surveys in Table 4-5. A total-of

3,235 samplers (97.5 percent) were returned by land-based participants and

3,230 samplers (82.3 percent) were returned by population-based participants.

A higher return rate was expected for the land-based survey because the

commitment received from the participant was stronger. Field technicians

deployed the samplers in land-based survey homes and the residents signed

participation agreements, whereas population-based households indicated an

intent to participate by checking a response category on the screening

questionnaire. Soil samplers, which were to be retrieved by participants

1 month after deployment by digging approximately 1 foot below ground level

at a location marked by the field technician, were returned by 2,896

(87.3 percent) of the land-based households.

The total number of participating households for the two surveys

(i.e., households returning radon samplers) ranged from a high of 307 for
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Polk County to a low of 12 for Jefferson County. County-specific differences

between the two surveys exist mainly because the population-based survey was

scaled to housing density, whereas the land-based survey was scaled to land

area.

4.2 MEASUREMENT RESULTS BY COUNTY

4.2.1 Land-Based Survey

Indoor Radon. Results of indoor radon measurements are summarized

by county in Table 4-6. The 3,050 results summarized in the table exclude

three categories of households from which samplers were received: (1) those

with invalid samples, (2) those who did not return the documentation form and

did not respond to followup attempts to retrieve information necessary to

calculate the concentration, and (3) those for whom the delay between termina-

tion of sampling and laboratory receipt of the sampler was too long to enable

an accurate calculation of the concentration. Measured concentrations

averaged more than 2 pCi/L in four counties--Alachua, Columbia, Marion, and

Sumter. The maximum concentration was at least 12 pCi/L (the cutpoint for an

index value of 5; see Section 3-7) in five counties, ranking in order of

highest measured concentration as follows: Marion, Alachua, Sumter, Leon,

and Polk. Concentrations at or above 8 pCi/L (the cutpoint for an index value

of 4) were measured in four additional counties--Citrus, Columbia, Hillsborough,

and Pasco. There were 10 other counties with at least one measurement result

at or above 4 pCi/L (the cutpoint for an index value of 3)--Charlotte, Dade,

Gilchrist, Hardee, Hendry, Lee, Levy, Pinellas, Taylor, and Union.
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Another way of looking at elevated radon readings is to examine

the proportion of results above a stated value. Using the midpoint of the

index of radon potential --4 pCi/L (see Section 3.7)--as a reference point, it

was determined for each county whether the proportion of homes with measured

concentrations at or above 4 pCi/L is significantly different

the land-based indoor measurements, nine counties have a sign

from zero. For 

ficant proportion

Hillsborough,

--Hendry and

of results at or above 4 pCi/L--Alachua, Charlotte, Columbia,

Lee, Marion, Pasco, Polk, and Sumter. Two additional counties

Union--had values at or above 4 pCi/L in 10 percent or more of the sampled

homes, but the number of homes sampled was not sufficient for the result to

be statistically significant.

Soil Radon. The results of soil radon measurements are summarized

by county in Table 4-7. Measured concentrations averaged more than 270 pCi/L

in five counties--Alachua, Columbia, Leon, Marion, and Polk. The maximum

concentration was at least 1,350 pCi/L (the cutpoint for an index value of 5)

in 11 counties, ranking in order of highest measured concentration as follows:

Polk, Pinellas, Alachua, Columbia, Marion, Lee, Gilchrist, Hardee, Hillsborough,

Citrus, and Pasco. Concentrations at or above 990 pCi/L (the cutpoint for an

index value of 4) were measured in six additional counties--Dade, Hernando,

Leon, Manatee, Sumter, and Union. There were six other counties with at

least one measurement result at or above 630 pCi/L--Charlotte, Jackson,

Levy, Sarasota, Taylor, and Wakulla.

The proportion of homes with soil radon results at or above the

midpoint of the index for radon potential --630 pCi/L (see Section 3.7)--is
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significantly greater than zero for the following 10 counties: Alachua,

Charlotte, Columbia, Hernando, Hillsborough, Levy, Marion, Pasco, Polk, and

Sumter. All of these counties, except Hernando and Levy, also have a

statistically significant proportion of indoor radon results at or above

4 pCi/L.

Gamma Radiation. The results of indoor gamma radiation measurements

are summarized by county in Table 4-8. The average result for every county

is near background (6 µR/h) and the environmental standard (20 µR/h) was

exceeded indoors in only one home. Even for this home, 'located in Pinellas

County, the measured value (20.2 µR/h) was just above the standard of

20 µR/h. The midpoint of the index for gamma radiation--l5 µR/h (see

Section 3.7)--was exceeded in three counties other than Pinellas--Charlotte,

DeSoto, and Sarasota. Only for Charlotte and Sarasota Counties is the

proportion of results at or above 15 µR/h significantly different from zero.

Thus, these measurement results clearly indicate that the State of Florida

does not have a problem with respect to the standard for indoor gamma exposure.

4.2.2 Population-Based Survey

The results of indoor radon measurements from the population-based

survey are summarized by county in Table 4-9. On making the same restrictions

as for the land-based indoor radon results (see Section 4.2.1), the number of
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highest measured concentration as follows: Lee, Marion, Hillsborough,

Citrus, Polk, Alachua, Levy, and Manatee. Concentrations at or above 8 pCi/L

were measured in Pasco and Sumter Counties, and there were nine other counties

with at least one result as high as 4 pCi/L--Charlotte, Collier, Dade,

Gilchrist, Leon, Orange, Pinellas, Sarasota, and Seminole.

The proportion of homes with concentrations at or above 4 pCi/L

was significantly greater than zero for the following 10 counties:, Alachua,

Charlotte, Citrus, Hillsborough, Lee, Leon, Marion, Orange, Pasco, and Polk.

In three additional counties--Gilchrist, Levy, and Sumter--the proportion of

homes at or above 4 pCi/L was greater than 10 percent but is not significantly

different from zero due to small sample size.

4.2.3 Existing Information

The primary types of existing information were results of aerial

radiation surveys flown in 1981 under the NURE program, geological profiles,

and limited measurement results from previous studies (see Section 3.4). The

results from the NURE program, equivalent ppm (ppme) uranium readings, are

summarized by county in Table 4-10. Due to the size of the data base

(approximately 250,000 records for the entire State), the results were first

averaged for each 1:24,000 quadrangle and then summarized at the county

level. The use of quadrangle averages will tend to suppress the results;

consequently, a lower value such as 2.4 ppme (cutpoint for an index value

of 2) is appropriate for screening purposes. Because county and quadrangle

boundaries overlap, results for each county are based on quadrangles

completely or mainly contained within the county boundary.
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There were three counties--Alachua, Hillsborough, and Polk--for

which the average uranium reading was greater than 2 ppme. These three

counties also were the only three with average readings for any quadrangle

exceeding 4.3 ppme (the cutpoint for an index value of 3); the maximum

quadrangle readings were 13.5 ppme for Polk County, 7.3 ppme for Hillsborough

County, and 5.9 ppme for Alachua County. Other counties with minor elevations

(maximum quadrangle average at or above 2.4 ppme) were Dade (3.4), Jefferson

(2.7), Levy (3.3), Manatee (3.5), Marion (3.9), Sumter (3.8), and Taylor (2.7).

The relative radon potential assigned to each county on the basis

of geological profiles or measurements from other studies is summarized in

Table 4-11. Two counties--Hillsborough and Polk--were assigned the highest

potential. Fourteen additional counties were assigned a medium-high

potential--Alachua, Bradford, Citrus, Columbia, DeSoto, Hamilton, Hardee,

Jefferson, Leon, Madison, Manatee, Marion, Pinellas, and Union. Details on

the procedures used to assign the relative radon potential are provided in

the Appendix.

4.3 DETERMINATION OF RADON POTENTIAL

Indexes of radon potential ranging from 1 (lowest potential) to

5 (highest potential) were calculated for each type of data--indoor radon

from the population- and land-based surveys, soil radon and indoor gamma from

the land-based survey, terrestrial uranium from the NURE program, and other

existing information such as geological data--using the criteria presented

in Section 3.7. These indexes are listed and averaged for each county in

Table 4-12.
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Of the six indexes, the highest average values (2.4) across all

counties were obtained for soil radon and other existing information. The

lowest average values (1.3) were obtained for NURE data and indoor gamma, and

intermediate average values of 2.0 were obtained for indoor radon from the

population- and land-based surveys. The standard deviation shown in the

right-hand column of the table can be interpreted as a measure of consistency

across the six indexes (the lower the standard deviation, the more consistent

are the index values). In most cases, the larger standard deviations (i.e.,

those greater than one) are caused either by relatively-low values for indoor

gamma or terrestrial uranium or by relatively high values for other existing

information.

To assess the mutual consistency among the different indexes, a

nonparametric test of association (Kendall's Tau) appropriate for ranked data

was computed. As shown in Table 4-13, the indoor gamma index was least

associated with other indexes. The most strongly associated indexes were

indoor radon (both surveys) and soil radon. The same relative strengths of

association were also calculated using Pearson correlation coefficients;

however, this measure is not suitable to testing levels of statistical

significance in this case because underlying assumptions of normality are not

met. Based on Kendall's Tau, all associations except that between indoor

gamma and NURE data are significant at the 0.05 level.

Based on a value of 2.5 or greater for average index value given

in Table 4-12, 18 counties are considered to have definite evidence of

elevated radon potential. In addition to a relatively high index value,

these 18 counties share one other feature--at least 3 individual indexes
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with values of 3 or greater. Average index values for the 18 counties are

listed in Table 4-14; also indicated in the table are counties with a statis-

tically significant proportion of homes at or above 4 pCi/L for indoor

radon, 630 pCi/L for soil radon, or 15 µR/h for indoor gamma radiation.

The geographic location of the 18 counties is shown in Figure 4-l. These

18 counties are examined in greater detail in Section 5.0.

The relative ranking of the 18 counties by their average index

values is not as important as the fact that all counties have an average

index value of 2.5 or greater. Had the component indexes been based on

average rather than maximum concentrations, a different ranking may have

been obtained but the counties designated would have remained essentially the

same. Counties with the highest maximum values generally also had the highest

average values. Had average values been used, then the criteria for index

values developed in Section 3.7 would need to be altered. Maximum values

were considered more appropriate for this screening step so that any evidence

of elevated radon potential in any county would not be overlooked.

An alternative composite index of radon potential could have been

developed by applying different weights to the component indexes. The

following is an example of such a weighting scheme:

Indoor radon was assigned the highest weight because it relates most directly

to the environmental standard. Soil radon was given a higher weight than

terrestrial uranium or other existing information because it represents
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Figure 4-l. Florida Counties with Definite Evidence
of Elevated Radon Potential
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primary data collected under this study in the immediate vicinity of each

home visited for the land-based survey. Indoor gamma radiation was given a

weight of zero (i.e., excluded from the weighted index) because it was not

strongly associated with other measures and only one study home had an indoor

gamma reading above the standard of 20 µR/h.

It should be emphasized that the weights assigned here were based

on technical judgement and have no specific quantitative basis. When the

above weighting scheme was used, the same 18 counties, plus one additional

county (Union), had index values of 2.5 or greater. Because the results were

not substantially different and the above weighting scheme could be construed

as somewhat arbitrary, the more straightforward approach of assigning equal

weights to the six types of evidence examined under the study was used.

In addition to the 18 counties identified in Figure 4-1, there are

14 counties with limited evidence of elevated radon potential. As shown in

Table 4-15, the evidence of potential is restricted to a single parameter in

most cases. For these 14 counties, further sampling would be required to

determine whether elevated radon potential indeed exists. In particular,

Taylor and Union Counties warrant further investigation because both the

land-based indoor and soil radon indexes were at or above the midpoint value

of 3. For DeSoto County, index values were at or above the midpoint value

for indoor gamma and other existing information.

The 14 counties with limited evidence of radon potential are shown

together with the 18 counties having definite evidence of elevated potential

in Figure 4-2. For the 35 remaining counties, there is no evidence of

elevated radon potential from the study results.
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4.4 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Additional information collected in the study is presented and

discussed in the subsections that follow. This information includes

(1) results for schools; (2) measurement accuracy and precision;

(3) equilibrium factors for radon and radon progeny; (4) effects of specific

sampling conditions such as reclaimed land areas, the "closed-room" sampling

protocol used in selected study homes, and time when sampling occurred; and

(5) extent of correlation among different measurement parameters collected in

the land-based survey.

4.4.1 Results for Schools

Indoor radon samplers were sent by mail to one or more public

schools in all 67 counties; for Hillsborough, Polk, and Sarasota Counties,

samplers were sent to two different schools. The sampling results are listed

in Table 4-16. The highest concentrations, at or near 4 pCi/L, were measured

in Levy, Marion, and Polk Counties. Four other counties--Citrus, Lee,

Madison, and Wakulla--had results within ±10 percent of 2 pCi/L. Thus, the

results generally were quite low but were also generally consistent with the

overall results presented earlier in this section. For example, Levy,

Marion, and Polk are included in the list of 18 counties with definite

evidence of elevated potential and the other 4 counties with minor elevations

in schools are either on this list or the list of 14 counties with limited

evidence. Samplers were not returned by schools in Collier, Gilchrist,

Glades, Union, and Volusia Counties. For the school in Leon County, the

result for an initial sample was 7.9 pCi/L; however, it was later discovered
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that the sampler was placed in a small, closed-in area below ground level

with exposed soil, thereby invalidating the result. For a subsequent sample

with proper adherence to the deployment protocol, the result was 0.5 pCi/L.

4.4.2 Measurement Quality

GEOMET's quality assurance program for indoor radon measurements

includes routine participation in EPA's RMP Program (see Section 3.5).

During the study's timeframe, charcoal canisters were exposed in EPA's radon

chamber on three occasions and alpha track detectors on one occasion. On

each occasion, four samplers of each type were colocated in the chamber; this

approach enables calculation of measurement accuracy (true versus measured

concentration) and precision (extent of agreement among colocated samplers).

EPA's criteria for acceptable performance are accuracy and precision of

25 percent or better. As shown in Table 4-17, these criteria were met on all

occasions. For charcoal canisters, accuracy and precision were better than

5 percent on all but one occasion. For alpha track detectors, accuracy and

precision were both near 10 percent.

The RMP provides an assessment of measurement quality at relatively

high radon levels. For assessment of measurement precision tied to levels

encountered during the study, indoor samplers were exposed in duplicate in -a

subsample of study homes. A number of these homes had very low levels,

making precision assessments almost meaningless. For homes with levels at

or above 0.5 pCi/L, the precision estimates for charcoal canisters were

17 percent for the land-based survey and 19 percent for the population-based

survey (Table 4-18) . Based on homes with levels of 2 pCi/L or greater, the

estimates of precision were 5 and 8 percent for the respective surveys.
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Alpha track detectors were exposed indoors for approximately

250 homes, and detectors were exposed in duplicate for about 10 percent of

these homes. Based on this limited subsample, the precision for indoor alpha

track detectors was found to be on the order of 40 to 50 percent

(Table 4-19). This poorer precision is partly because these detectors were

exposed for a period of 1 month, due to time constraints, rather than the

customary duration of 3 months or longer. For alpha track detectors that

were placed in the soil for one month but exposed to higher concentrations

than those indoors, the average precision was 24 percent (Table 4-20).

Based on 232 homes with valid results for both charcoal canisters

and indoor alpha track detectors, the two sets of results were compared.

As shown in Table 4-21, the average result was 0.76 pCi/L for the charcoal

canisters and 0.95 pCi/L for alpha track detectors. The assessment of the

correspondence between the two methods is clouded by the relatively low

levels measured and the consequent poor precision for the alpha track detectors.

The correlation coefficient between the two sets of results was 0.7. For

homes with concentrations at or above 2 pCi/L, the average percent difference

between the two methods was between 40 and 50 percent--similar to the level

of precision estimated, for alpha track detectors.

4.4.3 Equilibrium Factors

Radon decay products were measured in more than 100 homes; the

RPISUs used for these measurements were colocated with charcoal canisters and

exposed for the same length of time. Due to cases with invalid results or

with radon levels below minimum detection limits, equilibrium factors were
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calculated for about half of these homes. As shown in Table 4-22, the

calculated equilibrium factors ranged from 0.17 to 0.75, averaging between

staff identified areas known to consist mainly of reclaimed land (Figure 4-3).

Homes built on reclaimed land were deliberately sampled for comparison

with homes located in these same quadrangles but not built on reclaimed land.

As shown in Table 4-23, the homes on reclaimed land had higher levels for all

measurement parameters; in particular, the levels were about 50 percent

higher for indoor radon and twice as high for soil radon. These results are

different from those from a previous study* that found essentially no

differences between homes on the two types of land areas. Differences

between the two studies could be due to differences in specific locations and

homes selected for measurement, in measurement methods, or both.

Compromises to 'Closed-House" Protocol. Ideally, to sample

under worst-case conditions, all participating households were to maintain

"closed-house" conditions (i.e., no window or door openings, other than for

entering or leaving the building) during the 3 days when charcoal canisters

were deployed in their homes. To obtain reasonable levels of cooperation

during periods of mild weather, some households were allowed to maintain

* Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, Study of Radon
Daughter Concentrations in Structures in Polk and Hillsborough Counties,
1978.
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"closed-room" conditions (i.e., similar to "closed-house" conditions, but

restricted to the room in which the sampler was deployed). Further, some of

the households agreeing to maintain "closed-house" conditions subsequently

reported that they opened windows on occasion during the sampling period.

The extent of homes with compromises to the "closed-house" protocol

and apparent impact on indoor radon concentrations is shown in Table 4-24;

the impact is termed "apparent" because differences among sampling conditions

could be partly due to differences in sampling locations (e.g., county or

quadrangle) or sampling times (e.g., winter versus spring, discussed below).

For the land-based survey, "closed-room" conditions were maintained in about

30 percent of the sampled homes, and radon concentrations in homes with this

condition averaged about 0.3 pCi/L below that for homes with "closed-house"

conditions and no reported window openings. The 4 percent of homes with some

reported window openings also had lower concentrations than those without, by

an average of 0.2 pCi/L.

For the population-based survey, about 9 percent of the participants

reported some window openings, and these homes also had concentrations

averaging 0.2 pCi/L lower than those with no reported openings. The fraction

of homes reporting "closed-room" conditions was much smaller (5 percent) for

the population-based survey, with average concentrations about 0.1 pCi/L

below those in homes with "closed-house" conditions during sampling. For the

population-based survey, the use of "closed-room" conditions was determined

from participant comments in the documentation booklet, whereas for the

land-based survey the field technicians made this determination when they

deployed the samplers and discussed sampling protocols with participants.
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Thus, the extent to which "closed-room" conditions prevailed may be understated

for the population-based survey.

The fact that exceptions to the "closed-house" protocol were

reported for about one-third of the land-based homes and about one-seventh of

the population-based homes means that the worst-case (i.e., "closed-house")

condition chosen for the sampling protocol would not occur, as a rule, in a

significant number of Florida homes. Although the compromises to the worst-

case condition reported above appear to have resulted in some lowering of

indoor concentrations, the study results are still oriented toward worst-case

conditions because (1) screening of counties was based on the highest

concentration measured in each county and (2) indoor radon is the only

parameter affected by compromises to the "closed-house" sampling protocol.

Time-Related Variations. The population-based survey was

conducted in four successive cycles, with sampler deployment ranging in time

from January and February for the first cycle to May and June for the last

cycle. Because each cycle included a random sample of households from all

67 counties, this survey provided a basis for examining time-related variations

in indoor concentrations with minimal confounding due to geography.

Based on 28 counties with 7 or more homes returning samplers for

each cycle, representing 81 percent of the population-based results, there

was a time-related trend in average indoor radon concentrations. As shown in

Table 4-25, average concentrations were 0.1 pCi/L lower for cycle 2, 0.3

pCi/L lower for cycle 3, and 0.2 pCi/L lower for cycle 4 than those for

the first cycle. To further eliminate any effect of geographic factors, the

same comparison was restricted to 47 census tracts or enumeration districts
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with 2 or more homes returning samplers for each cycle. For this smaller

(about 20 percent) but geographically compact subset of population-based

homes, average concentrations were 0.3 pCi/L lower for the second cycle,

0.4 pCi/L lower for the third cycle, and 0.5 pCi/L lower for the fourth cycle

than those for the first cycle.

One possible interpretation of the above results is that the first

survey cycle came close to representing worst-case conditions but subsequent

cycles did not. The effects of such a possibility were assessed by inflating

the results from cycles 2 to 4 by 40 percent (i.e., multiplying by 1.4). As

shown in Table 4-26, this inflation had little effect on the county indexes

used to assess radon potential. The index value for population-based radon

results increased by 1 for 7 counties and remained the same for the remaining

60 counties. Most noteworthy of the 7 counties for which index values would

change is DeSoto County, for which the average index across all data sources

would increase from 2.3 to 2.5 if the population-based results from the last

3 cycles were to be inflated by 40 percent.

To assess whether time-related variations from the population-based

survey were associated with sampling conditions or other factors, the results

from 28 counties with 7 or more homes sampled in each cycle were disaggregated

both by survey cycle and by sampling condition. As shown in Table 4-27, the

occurrence of window openings and "closed-room" conditions was lowest for the

first and last cycles, probably because of heating requirements in the former

case and air-conditioning requirements in the latter. After netting out the

cases with compromises to the "closed-house" protocol, the trend of decreasing

results with successive cycles was reduced but some differences persisted.

Homes with window openings had the same or lower average concentrations than
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"closed-house" homes for every survey cycle. Interestingly, the "closed-roomn

homes had the lowest average results for the first cycle but the highest

results for the last cycle; however, the number of such homes was quite small.

Homes with Crawlspace. A limited number of homes with crawlspace

was sampled for the population-based survey as a supplement to the slab-on-

grade sample. These homes, numbering 135 in total and representing 4 percent

of the population-based results, were located in 28 rural counties where

sample coverage was sparse. Although the concentrations in homes with

crawlspace were expected to be generally lower than in slab-on-grade homes,

such homes could still be useful for identifying areas of elevated radon

potential given the alternative of lower survey coverage.

In Table 4-28, the indoor radon concentrations for crawlspace and

slab-on-grade homes are compared for the 28 counties. The average concentration

was higher for slab-on-grade homes in most counties. Although there were

small differences between the two groups of homes in most cases, results near

minimum detection levels were obtained for many of the crawlspace homes.

Sumter and Levy Counties had the largest difference between the group means

(1.4 and 2.7 respectively), with the slab-on-grade homes higher. DeSoto,

Hardee, Hendry, and Liberty Counties had differences between 0.5 and 0.7.

Although there were no crawlspace homes with results at or above 4 pCi/L,

results between 3.5 and 4 pCi/L were obtained for such homes in three counties.

In one of these counties (Suwannee), the maximum indoor radon concentration

measured for the slab-on-grade homes was 0.5 pCi/L. The homes with crawlspace

that were sampled for the population-based survey did not excessively dilute

the results because they represented only about 4 percent of the total

sample.
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4.4.5 Correlation Among Land-Based Measurement Parameters

The extent of association among different measurement parameters

is of particular interest for purposes of predicting specific locations where

buildings have not yet been constructed but indoor radiation levels are

likely to exceed standards. Based on 2,749 homes with a complete set of

results from the land-based survey, Pearson correlation coefficients were

calculated among indoor and soil radon results and indoor and outdoor gamma

radiation results. As shown in Table 4-29, indoor radon was most strongly

associated with soil radon. Indoor and outdoor gamma were associated but to

a lesser extent than indoor and soil radon. There was a strong association

(r=O.9) between indoor and outdoor uranium readings, but these readings were

generally very low and weakly associated with all other parameters.

One difficulty in predicting indoor radon levels at individual

sites is that the soil or outdoor readings may be highly sensitive to the

specific site chosen. In such a case, it may still be possible to develop

accurate predictions at an aggregate level such as a quadrangle. This

possibility was investigated by examining correlations between indoor radon

and other parameters based on (1) results for individual homes and

(2) averages across homes in the same quadrangle. As shown in Table 4-30,

the strength of the association between indoor and soil radon increased when

quadrangles were used as the unit of analysis; in particular, the correlation

coefficient was 0.8 when the analysis was restricted to quadrangles with

results from at least four homes. Thus, the results indicate that better

predictability can be achieved at geographically aggregated levels. This is
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not to say that satisfactory predictive power cannot be obtained at the level

of individual lots; however, further research is needed to assess this

possibility.
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Section 5.0

DETAILED RESULTS FOR SELECTED COUNTIES

Detailed results are presented for the 18 counties indicated in

Section 4.0 as having definite evidence of elevated radon potential.

The intent of the analysis is to assess the geographic extent of elevated

potential for each county. The counties are presented in alphabetical

order.

For each county, results pertaining to indoor radon, soil radon,

and terrestrial uranium are shown for each 1:24,000 quadrangle. For indoor

radon collected under the land-based survey, the maximum concentration and

the fraction of measured homes with a result at or above 4.0 pCi/L are

indicated for each quadrangle. For soil radon, the fraction of measured

homes with results above 630 pCi/L is-shown in addition to the maximum. For

terrestrial uranium collected under the NURE program, only the quadrangle

average (in ppme) is given. For indoor and soil radon, quadrangles with any

result above the midpoint on the index of potential (4 pCi/L for indoor radon

and 630 pCi/L for soil radon) are shaded. Any fraction that is significantly

different from zero is indicated with an asterisk. Because a more conservative

summary statistic (quadrangle average) is used for uranium, any quadrangle

above the first cutoff point for the index (2.4 ppme) is shaded.

Detailed results are not presented for gamma radiation because

there were very few occurrences of elevated readings. Based on maps containing

county, zip code, and quadrangle boundaries, the indoor radon results from

the population-based survey are also incorporated. These map sheets were too
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large to allow reproduction in this report. Instead, areas covered by zip

codes with results at or above 4 pCi/L are indicated on maps shown here for

the 18 counties. In addition, indoor radon results from both surveys are

summarized by zip code in tabular format. All Florida quadrangles are listed

and shown on maps in Appendix B. Radon results from the two surveys are

listed in Appendix C for the land-based survey and Appendix D for the population-

based survey.

The regional geology of each of the 18 counties was examined

using maps compiled by MARTEL Laboratories for the NURE program. The geologic

maps were supplemented by information obtained from the Florida Bureau of

Geology in Tallahassee. The General Soil Map of Florida* was also reviewed

for information regarding the major soil types present.

Figures shown for each county illustrate the regional bedrock

geology along with the associated major soil groups. The geologic maps

indicate the regional geology of each county with boundaries between the main

lithologic units. Soil maps show only those groups that are classified as

well drained along with any soils that contain phosphatic sands. It is

emphasized that the contact boundaries illustrated in both the soil and

geologic maps are highly generalized and should not be interpreted as precise.

They are meant to show only the general location of differing soil groups and

individual formations. The information is entirely secondary and was not

verified in the field.

* Beckenbach, J.R., and J.W. Hammett. 1962. General Soil Map of Florida.
Florida Agricultural Experiment Stations and U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
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The distribution of soil groups and rock types is described in the

subsections for each of the 18 designated counties. The explanations are

framed to answer the following questions: What geologic formations and major

soil types are present? Are they associated with quadrangles for which

direct measurement results indicate elevated radon potential? Does the

distribution of rock types and soil groups confirm or refute expectations

regarding the distribution of radon potential in the county?

The analysis of secondary data (geology, soils, and NURE information)

has been based on the following assumptions:

* Altschuler, Z.S., E.B. Jaffe, and F. Cuttitta. 1956. The Aluminum Phosphate
Zone of the Upper Bone Valley Formation, Florida and its Uranium Deposits.
U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Pap. 300 pp. 495-504.

Sweeney, J.W., and S.R., Windham, 1979. Florida: The New Uranium Producer.
Bureau of Geology, Division of Resource Management, Florida Department of
Natural Resources, Special Publication No. 22.
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5.1 ALACHUA COUNTY

Results for indoor radon, soil radon, and terrestrial uranium are

summarized by quadrangle in Figure 5-1. The three land-based data sources

and population-based results show complementary results, with indoor radon

showing the most widespread evidence of elevated potential. Only the eastern

and northeastern edges of the county appear to have lower potential, and in

these cases the number of homes sampled per quadrangle may not have been

sufficient to detect elevated radon potential.

Results are presented in Table 5-1 by zip code. Concentrations at

or above 4.0 pCi/L were measured by both surveys in zip codes 32605, 32607,

and 32608, and numerous other zip codes had elevated readings from one of the

surveys. Of the 12 zip codes with four or more homes sampled in one or both of

the two surveys, all but two had at least one measurement result at or above

4.0 pCi/L.

The bedrock geology of Alachua County is characterized by exposures

of the Hawthorn Formation (Tmh) in the north and central portions of the

county, limestones of the Crystal River Formation (Tecr) in the western

portion of the county (see Figure 5-2), thick to thin shelly sands (Qtw)

covering Hawthorn sediments in eastern Alachua County, and sandy clays of the

Cypress Head Formation (Tpch)* in the southwestern portion of the county.

* New name designation by the Florida Bureau of Geology (1987, unpublished
data); refers to the "Citronelle-like" sands and sandy clays that are
exposed at the surface in north-central Florida, including the sands and
clays that comprise the Brooksville Ridge. The name Alachua Formation is
retained, but is restricted to the quartz-rich clays and associated phosphatic
nodules that fill sinkholes and other solution depressions in the carbonate
platform sediments exposed along the Ocala Uplift, (Scott, 1987, Florida
Bureau of Geology, personal communication).
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Soils in eastern Alachua County are a mixture of well-drained and poorly

drained types. Soils in the western Alachua county are predominantly well

drained. A belt of phosphatic soils extends from northwestern Alachua

County into central portions of the county.

NURE data suggest that the highest average uranium values (2.2 to

7.6 ppme) are associated with areas mapped as part of the Hawthorn Formation.

Where limestones are exposed in southern Alachua County, uranium values

drop off to less than 1.3 ppme.

The geology of Alachua county appears to favor the production of

large amounts of radon gas. The shaded quadrangles include areas mapped as

part of the Hawthorn Formation, have exposures of phosphatic soils within

their boundaries, and for the most part exhibit elevated levels of ppme

uranium.
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5.2 CHARLOTTE COUNTY

The land-based indoor and soil radon results in Figure 5-3

collectively indicate that areas of elevated potential exist only in the

western part of Charlotte County. The zip codes with elevated population-

based results also cover the quadrangles with the high land-based readings.

The uranium results were relatively low throughout the county. As shown in

Table 5-2, of the three zip codes--33952, 33953, and 33954--in which indoor

concentrations above 4 pCi/L were measured through the land-based survey, the

two (33952 and 33955) covered by the population-based survey also had results

at or above this threshold. One additional zip code--33948--had a maximum

concentration above 4 pCi/L from the population-based survey.

The geology of Charlotte County (Figure 5-4) is characterized by

the occurrence of unconsolidated shelly sands of the Anastasia Formation

(Qpa), the shelly carbonates of the Caloosahatchee Formation (Qpcm), and the

carbonates of the Tamiami Formation (Tpt). All of the associated soil

types are poorly drained. Sediments of the Hawthorn Formation occur near

the surface in Charlotte County. NURE data suggest that concentrations of

uranium at the surface are uniformly low (less than 1.5 ppme) over all of

Charlotte County. The occurrence of elevated levels of radon in the shaded

quadrangles in association with apparently uranium-poor sediments could

reflect the transport of radon from Hawthorn sediments beneath the surface.
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5.3 CITRUS COUNTY

Results for indoor radon, soil radon, and terrestrial uranium for

Citrus County are summarized by quadrangle in Figure 5-5. Different, but

adjoining, quadrangles are indicated by land-based radon and soil results as

having elevated potential. Elevated results from the the population-based

survey included the quadrangle with the highest soil reading. There are no

uranium values at or above 2.4 ppme. (These are quadrangle averages only;

formation-specific values are higher.) A quad-average value of 2.3 occurred

in the quadrangle where the highest indoor concentration was measured. The

collective results indicate that the areas of elevated potential are essentially

confined to the northern and eastern parts of the county, bordering on Marion

and Sumter Counties.

Indoor radon results by zip code are given in Table 5-3. With the

exception of 32650 and 32652, the zip codes covered by the two surveys did

not overlap. The land-based results indicate 32642 as a zip code with

elevated potential. The population-based results indicate zip codes 32650

and 33652; maximum readings between 3 and 4 pCi/L were obtained from the

land-based survey in these zip code areas.

The bedrock geology of Citrus County is characterized by carbonate

rocks (see Figure 5-6). Limestones belonging to the Inglis Formation (Tei),

Williston Formation (Tew), Crystal River Formation (Tecr), Suwannee Limestone

(Suwannee) (Tos), and Avon Park Limestone (Teap) are exposed over much of the

county. In eastern Citrus County these carbonates are covered by a ridge of

sands and clays belonging to the Cypress Head Formation (Tpch). Central Citrus

County has well-drained soils, some of which are phosphatic. Poorly drained

soils predominate in the far eastern and far western portions of the county.
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NURE data suggest that the highest concentrations of uranium occur

in areas mapped as part of the Inglis (3.1 ppme average) and Williston

(2.7 ppme average) Formations in northeast Citrus County. High concentrations

are also found in the southeast in association with sediments of the Cypress

Head Formation.

The shaded quadrangles generally include areas with phosphatic

soils, although not all areas with phosphatic soils have associated observations

of high radon due to gradients in apparent uranium content.
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5.4 COLUMBIA COUNTY

Three quadrangles had elevated readings for both indoor and soil

radon data from the population-based survey (Figure 5-7). Only one of these

had elevated uranium readings, but two additional quadrangles in the southern-

most part of the county that were not covered by the land-based survey also

had elevated uranium readings. Only about half the quadrangles were covered

by the land-based survey due to sparse population and a lack of slab-on-grade

housing. As shown in Table 5-4, the elevated indoor results from the

land-based survey were confined to zip code 32055, and there were no cases of

elevated readings from the population-based survey.

Bedrock geology and associated soil groups for Columbia County are

shown in Figure 5-8; the Hawthorn Formation (Tmh) underlies a veneer of

alluvial deposits (Qtwm) that thins from east to west. Sediments of the

Hawthorn Formation are directly exposed along stream channels in a belt

trending northwest to southeast. Carbonates belonging to the Suwannee Limestone

(Tos) and Crystal River (Tecr) Formations crop out in the southern portion of

the county. Poorly drained soils dominate the eastern portion of Columbia

County and well-drained soils dominate the western and southern portions.

Phosphatic soils are present in two quadrangles of southeastern Columbia County.

The distribution of the shaded quadrangles follows the pattern of

exposure of the Hawthorn Formation. Associated soils are sandy and well-drained,

and phosphatic soils are exposed in the southeastern shaded quadrangle.
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NURE data show the highest levels of uranium (2.8 to 3.2 ppme)

associated with areas mapped as part of the Hawthorn Formation in the southern

portion of the county. In contrast, the two more northern shaded quadrangles

do not show evidence of elevated levels of uranium (highest averages < 1.7 ppme).

Hawthorn sediments are, however, close to the surface in these two quadrangles.

Therefore, it is possible that radon is originating in the Hawthorn, beneath

the detection depth for the NURE survey instruments, and migrating upwards

into the overlaying sands.
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5.5 DADE COUNTY

As shown in Figure 5-9, four adjacent quadrangles forming a square

were identified by land-based indoor radon, soil radon, or terrestrial

uranium (different parameter for each quadrangle) as having elevated radon

potential in Dade County. A zip code with elevated readings from the population-

based survey covered parts of all four of these quadrangles. A single zip

code--33030--had elevated indoor results (Table 5-5), but readings above 4 pCi/L

were measured in this zip code by both surveys.

As Figure 5-10 shows, the bedrock geology of Dade County is charac-

terized by carbonates of the Miami Oolite (Qpm) and Key West Limestone (Qpk).

The associated soils are all poorly drained, with the exception of an isolated

occurrence of well-drained. sand along the coast in northeast Dade County.

Uranium concentrations are uniformly low (less than 1 ppme), with the exception

of two quadrangles in central Dade County where average uranium concentrations

in the Miami Oolite exceed 3 ppm equivalent. The shaded quadrangles are

associated with these areas of high uranium concentration.

The source of the uranium is enigmatic. The Miami Oolite is a pure

limestone and does not contain any uraniferous material. It is inferred that

the source of uranium is not native to the Miami Oolite, but is transported

from some other rock unit, possibly the Hawthorn sediments to the north.
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5.6 GILCHRIST COUNTY

There were no elevated uranium readings for Gilchrist County

(Figure 5-11). Land-based indoor radon and soil radon data indicated one

quadrangle as having elevated potential; this quadrangle, which contains

parts of Gilchrist and Levy Counties, also had a high soil reading for the

part in Levy County. Both land-based and population-based indoor radon

results (Table 5-6) were elevated for one zip code--32693; the area covered

by this zip code includes the quadrangle with the highest land-based readings

as well as adjoining quadrangles mainly to the north and west that were not

well covered by the land-based survey.

The bedrock geology of Gilchrist County is dominated by carbonate

rocks of the Crystal River Formation (Tecr), as shown in Figure 5-12. In the

western portion of the county the carbonates are capped by sandy sediments of

the Cypress Head Formation (Tpch). Both well drained and poorly drained soil

types occur in the county. Well-drained phosphatic soils occur in the

southern portion near Trenton, Florida.

The shaded area in southern Gilchrist County is mapped as part of

the Crystal River Formation and includes some phosphatic soils. NURE data

suggest that uranium averages are relatively low (1.0 ppme), with the high

extremes reaching only 1.5 ppme.

Both the NURE data and bedrock geology would seem to contradict the

observation of high radon levels. However, the occurrence of phosphatic

soils suggests, at least locally, that there is enough uranium present in the

soil to produce the observed high levels of radon. These localized areas of

high uranium need only be smaller than 200 m2, the minimum sample area of a

single NURE data point, to escape detection by NURE survey instruments.
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5.7 HARDEE COUNTY

Two adjacent quadrangles in the central part of Hardee County had

elevated soil readings (Figure 5-13), and one of these also contained a

home with a land-based indoor concentration above 4 pCi/L. The elevated

uranium readings indicated for the small partial quadrangles in the northern

portion of the county may reflect data that are from Polk County. There were

no indoor radon concentrations above 4 pCi/L from the population-based survey

(Table 5-7),

as that with

As

exposures of

but the highest reading (3.9 pCi/L) was from the same zip code

the highest indoor

Figure 5-14 shows,

Hawthorn (Tmh) and

reading from the land-based survey--33873.

Hardee County is also characterized by

Bone Valley (Tmbv) sediments. As in adjacent

Manatee County, the associated soil types are predominantly poorly drained;

well-drained types occur in the northwest portion of the county. NURE data

suggest that the highest concentrations of uranium (2.3 to 2.8 ppme) are

associated with river sands in western Hardee County. In contrast, the

shaded quadrangles in southern Hardee County have low concentrations of

surface uranium and have associated soils that are poorly drained.

Geology, at first glance, would appear to contradict the expected

occurrence of radon in Hardee County. It is inferred that uranium exists in

Hawthorn and Bone Valley sediments beneath the surface in sufficient concentra-

tions to account for elevated concentrations of soil radon in the shaded

quadrangles.
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5.8 HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY

Results for indoor radon, soil radon, and terrestrial uranium are

summarized by quadrangle for Hillsborough County in Figure 5-15. In this

case, the respective results are not as complementary as for Polk county.

Elevations of indoor radon from the land-based survey are confined to parts

of the northern half of the county, but elevations from the population-based

survey include some southwestern parts as well. Some indications of elevations

in various parts of the county are given by the soil radon or uranium data.

For one quadrangle in the west central part of the county with elevated

uranium results, there is supporting evidence from the population-based

survey. Results by zip code, presented in Table 5-8, show that concentrations

at or above 4 pCi/L were measured by both surveys in zip codes 33511 and

33594; zip codes with elevated concentrations measured by one of the two

surveys were 33566, 33570, 33584, 33598, and 33624.

As shown in Figure 5-16, the bedrock geology of Hillsborough County

is characterized by carbonates of the Suwannee Limestone (Tos) and the Saint

Marks Formation (Tmsm), siliciclastic clays, sands and carbonates of the

Hawthorn Formation (Tmh) and pebbly clays and sands of the Bone Valley

Formation (Tmbv). The associated soils are mixed, with isolated exposures of

phosphatic soils in northeastern Hillsborough County. Poorly drained soils

predominate in southern Hillsborough County. NURE data, although lacking for

extreme western Hillsborough County, suggest elevated concentrations of

uranium in sediments of the Saint Marks Formation (3.3 to 5.5 average ppme)

in western Hillsborough County and in sediments of the Hawthorn Formation

(2.3 to 7.5 ppme) in eastern Hillsborough County.
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The shaded quadrangles in central and eastern Hillsborough all

include areas of phosphatic soils within their boundaries. The shaded

quadrangle in southwestern Hillsborough County has poorly drained soils

that probably inhibit the migration of radon.
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5.9 LEE COUNTY

As shown in Figure 5-17, the land-based indoor radon results for  

Lee County point to two quadrangles with elevated potential, and soil radon

results show elevated potential in one isolated quadrangle. The uranium

readings are relatively low throughout the county. Elevated areas indicated

by the population-based survey include the quadrangles with the high land-based 

indoor and soil radon readings. However, the data by zip code presented in

Table 5-9 generally show inconsistent results; the land-based survey yielded

results above 4 pCi/L for zip codes 33903, 33907, and 33909, whereas population-

based survey results were elevated for zip codes 33904, 33905, and 33920.

The collective results appear to be indicative of highly localized areas of

elevated radon potential. 

As Figure 5-18 shows, the geology of Lee County is characterized by

the occurrence of unconsolidated sands of the Anastasia Formation (Qpa) and

carbonates of the Tamiani Formation (Tpt). Associated soils are all poorly

drained. Uranium concentrations are uniformly low, with the highest values

(2.2 ppme) occurring in association with sediments of the Anastasia Formation,

The isolated elevated concentrations of soil radon could reflect the occurrence

of high concentrations that have migrated from the Hawthorn sediments beneath

the surface. It is interpreted that conditions exist locally in the poorly

drained soils that allow the accumulation of elevated amounts of soil and

indoor radon. The sediments of the Hawthorn Formation, buried beneath the

surface veneer of sediments of the Anastasia Formation, could provide the

source for this radon.
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5.10 LEON COUNTY

As shown in Figure 5-19, both indoor and soil radon results indicate

the same quadrangle in Leon County as having significant radon potential. An

adjacent quadrangle with 2.4 ppme uranium had elevated readings from the

population-based survey. Population-based results also included elevated

results for a zip code covering the western part of the county, where the

land-based survey had sparse coverage. Both the land- and population-based

surveys measured concentrations above 4.0 pCi/L for zip code 32301 (Table 5-10).

However, the results from the two surveys are not in total harmony for

other cases; the land-based survey found elevated concentrations for zip code

32303, but the population-based survey did not, whereas the population-based

survey found elevated concentrations for zip codes 32304 and 32312, but the

land-based survey did not.

As shown in Figure 5-20, Leon County has exposures of river sands

(Qal); sands and shelly marls of the Jackson Bluff Formation (Tpjb); sands,

clays, and phosphatic sandy carbonates of the Hawthorn Formation (Tmh); the

silica-rich chalky limestones of the Saint Marks Formation (Tmsm) in the

south; and the surficial clayey quartz sands of the Miccosukee Formation

(Tpmi) that cover the highlands in the northeast. Soils that cover the

bedrock are mapped sandy and well drained over most of the county, with the

exception of relatively small areas to the southwest and southeast that are

mapped as poorly drained. No phosphatic sands are mapped within the county.
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The shaded quadrangles are located where there are exposures

of Hawthorn or Miccosukee sediments. NURE data suggest that there are

elevated levels of uranium (up to 3.1 ppme) in areas mapped as part of the

Miccosukee. In contrast, areas mapped as Hawthorn show less than 1 ppme

uranium. The Hawthorn sediments of the entire Florida panhandle generally

exhibit lower amounts of uranium as compared to areas mapped as Hawthorn in

the peninsula.

Geology thus confirms the observed occurrence of high levels of

radon in Leon County. The shaded whole quadrangles, although having moderate

average levels of uranium, contain a lithologic unit (Miccosukee), which

shows elevated levels of uranium and is capable of producing elevated

levels of radon in the soil.
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5.11 LEVY COUNTY

As shown in Figure 5-21, one quadrangle at the northeast edge of

Levy County was identified by land-based indoor and soil radon data as having

elevated potential; this quadrangle borders on areas in Alachua and Marion

Counties that also had elevated radon potential. Quadrangles to the south

and southwest of this quadrangle are covered by a zip code with elevated

population-based results. One additional quadrangle in the northern part of

the county had an elevated soil reading of 923 pCi/L, but the highest indoor

concentration was 2.7 pCi/L. Two quadrangles in the northern part of the

county had elevated uranium readings, but no homes could be sampled because

the area is predominantly swampland. Elevated readings from the population-based

survey occurred in a zip code near but not including these quadrangles.

As shown in Table 5-11, radon results at or above 4 pCi/L from the

land-based survey were confined to one zip code (32696), but the elevated

readings obtained from the population-based survey covered two other zip

codes--32649 and 32668.

The bedrock geology of Levy County is characterized by exposures

of carbonate rocks including the Crystal River Formation (Tecr), Inglis

Formation (Tei), Williston Formation (Tew), and the Avon Park Limestone

(Teap) (Figure 5-22). The carbonates are covered by the sands, clays,

and sandy clays of the Cypress Head Formation (Tpch) in eastern Levy County.

Soils in Levy County are mixed and include well-drained and

poorly drained types. Isolated areas of phosphatic soils occur in eastern

Levy County. NURE data suggest that uranium values are low to moderate over
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most of Levy County, with the highest concentrations (3.5 to 6.1 ppme)

associated with exposures of the Inglis Formation in southwestern Levy

County.

The shaded quadrangle in northeastern Levy County includes a small

area of phosphatic soil. The highest concentrations of uranium in the

quadrangle approach 3.0 ppme in sediments of the Alachua Formation, which

contain lenses of phosphatic pebbles enclosed in a matrix of sandy clay.

These phosphatic sediments are erosional remnants of the Hawthorn Formation

that once covered the county.* Thus, the geology of Levy County generally

confirms the occurrence of high concentrations of radon in the northeastern

portion of the county.

The occurrence of uranium in the shaded quadrangle to the southwest

is more enigmatic. Nowhere else does the Inglis Formation show elevated

concentrations of uranium. The uranium may be associated with phosphatic

pebbles washed downstream along the numerous creeks that flow through the

Inglis Formation to empty into the Gulf of Mexico. Alternatively, the uranium

may be added to the carbonates through precipitation from groundwaters.

* Sellards, E.H. 1983. Origin of hard rock phosphates of Florida, Fla.
Geol. Survey, 5th Ann. Rept., pp. 23-80.
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5.12 MANATEE COUNTY

Indoor radon results from the land-based survey in Manatee County

do not suggest elevated potential (Figure 5-23), but results pertaining to

soil radon and terrestrial uranium indicate some potential in the southwest

part of the county. Much of the inland part of the county could not be

sampled in the land-based survey, but a zip code (33564) from the population-

based survey with elevated results spans a large area in the northeastern

part of

uranium

results

the county, extending as far west as the quadrangle with the highest

reading. An additional zip code (34243) with elevated population-based

covers an area that includes a quadrangle with elevated soil results.

As shown in Table 5-12, of the two zip codes with elevated results from the

population-based survey, one (34243) was not covered by the land-based survey

and the other (33564) had very low land-based results.

As Figure 5-24 shows, siliciclastic sediments of the Hawthorn (Tmh)

and Bone Valley (Tmbv) Formations characterize the bedrock geology of Manatee

County. The associated soil types are predominantly poorly drained, with a

few isolated well-drained soils, mostly in the eastern portion of the county.

NURE measurements of uranium are uniformly low (less than 1.0 ppme), with the

exception of one quadrangle in northwest Manatee County with a concentration

of 3.8 ppme uranium associated with the Hawthorn Formation. No elevated

levels of radon were observed in this quadrangle; this lack is attributed to

the moderating effects of the poorly drained soils in the quadrangle.
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The shaded quadrangles are located in areas mapped as part of the    

Hawthorn Formation. Both quadrangles have poorly drained soils. The absence

of high indoor radon concentrations and the few elevated soil, concentrations

are interpreted to also reflect the effects of poorly drained soils on the

emanation of radon as well as the low observed concentrations of uranium in

the county.
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5.13 MARION COUNTY

Results for indoor radon, soil radon, and terrestrial uranium in

Marion County are summarized by quadrangle in Figure 5-25. The indoor and

soil concentration results are very complementary, indicating that elevated

radon potential exists virtually throughout the western portion of the county

i.e., that part contained mainly in the Gainesville 1:250,000 quadrangle).

The uranium data are not as elevated in all the western 1:24,000 quadrangles,

but do confirm that there is not elevated potential in the eastern part of

the county.

Indoor radon results by zip code are given in Table 5-13. Most zip

codes with elevated indoor radon measurment from the land-based survey also

had high readings from the population-based survey. Of the 31 zip codes in

which at least 1 home was sampled, 14 had results at or above 4.0 pCi/L from

one or both surveys--32617, 32620, 32627, 32630, 32634, 32663, 32664, 32670,

32671, 32674, 32675, 32676, 32686, and 32691.

In western Marion County, Hawthorn sediments (Tmh) overlie older

carbonates of the Crystal River Formation (Tecr), as shown in Figure 5-26. In

eastern Marion County, sands of the Cypress Head Formation (Tpch) overlie

both the Hawthorn and Crystal River Formations. Well-drained phosphatic

sands are widespread in western Marion County. NURE data suggest that

elevated levels of uranium (2.6 to 3.8 ppme) occur in sediments of the

Hawthorn and Crystal River Formations and their associated soils in western

Marion County. Geology confirms that western Marion County, like Alachua

County, has conditions that favor the production of large amounts of radon in

the soil.
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5.14 PASCO COUNTY

As shown in Figure 5-27, both the land-based indoor and soil radon

results indicate elevated radon potential in two adjacent quadrangles in the

eastern part of Pasco County. The elevated readings from the population-based

survey also included these quadrangles. The terrestrial uranium readings

were slightly elevated in these quadrangles but were not above 2.4 ppme for

any quadrangle in the county. The indoor radon results from the population-

based survey were at or above 4 pCi/L for two zip codes--33525 and 34248

(Table 5-14). One of these (33525) was also identified through the land-based

survey as having elevated potential.

As shown in Figure 5-28, the bedrock geology of Pasco County is

characterized by exposures of the Saint Marks Formation (Tmsm), the Suwannee

Limestone (Tos), the Hawthorn Formation (Tmh) in northeast Pasco, the Crystal

River Formation (Tecr), and the Fort Preston Formation (Tmf) of Vernon and

Puri (1964). Soils include both poorly drained and well-drained types, with

phosphatic soils covering the Hawthorn Formation in eastern Pasco County.

NURE data suggest only low to moderate amounts of uranium in the sediments of

Pasco County, with relatively elevated values (1.9 to 2.1 ppme average)

associated with sediments mapped as part of the Hawthorn Formation. The

shaded quadrangles both coincide with exposures of Hawthorn and its associated

phosphatic soils.
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5.15 PINELLAS COUNTY

Results for indoor radon, soil radon, and terrestrial uranium are

shown by quadrangle in Figure 5-29. The NURE data files did not include

records for most of these quadrangles; those that were included do not have

elevated uranium readings. The indoor and soil-radon results indicate

elevated potential in two nonadjacent quadrangles; the quadrangle in the

northern part of the county with the highest soil reading is also covered by

a zip code with elevated population-based results. The data by zip code

(Table 5-15) indicate that most areas had very low concentrations. Two zip

codes were indicated as having readings at or above 4 pCi/L--33542 (land-based

survey) and 33572 (population-based survey).

Carbonates of the Saint Marks Formation (Tmsm) and siliciclastic

sediments of the Hawthorn Formation (Tmh) crop out in Pinellas County, as

shown in Figure 5-30. In southern Pinellas County, sediments of the Hawthorn

are covered by unconsolidated sands and clays of the Penholoway (Qtpe) and

Pamlico (Qtpa) terrace deposits. Associated soils are mixed and include both

well-drained and poorly drained types. No phosphatic soils are present.

The NURE data, available only for northern Pinellas County,

suggest low to moderate levels of uranium (0.8 to 2.0 ppme average) for the

sediments of the Saint Marks Formation.

The northern shaded quandrangle covers an area mapped as part of

the Saint Marks Formation. Although little surface uranium is apparent in

the NURE data (0.9 average ppme), the Hawthorn Formation underlies the Saint
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Marks Formation.* It is possible that radon is originating from sediments

of the Hawthorn Formation, and is migrating into the Saint Marks Formation.

The few elevated radon values in the northern shaded quadrangle likely

reflect the moderating influence of the somewhat poorly drained soil groups

on the upward moving radon.

The shaded quadrangle in southern Pinellas County is located in an

area mapped as part of the Hawthorn Formation. No phosphatic soils are

reported in this area. Thus, the observed lack of elevated values of soil

radon suggests that uranium concentrations, and by inference, available radon

in the Hawthorn, are also low in western Pinellas County.

* Scott, T.M. and P.L. MacGill. 1981. Geology of the Hawthorn Formation
in Central Florida, Florida Bureau of Geology Rept. of Inves. No. 91,
pp. l-57.
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5.16 POLK COUNTY

The results from the three data sets from the land-based survey--indoor

radon, soil radon, and terrestrial uranium-are quite complementary (Figure 5-31),

indicating that elevated potential is essentially confined to the southern

and western parts of Polk county. In one isolated quadrangle in the northwest

part of the county, one of three homes had elevated readings both for indoor

radon and soil radon. Elevated results from the population-based survey were

similarly confined to the southern and western areas of the county.

In Table 5-16, indoor radon results from both surveys are summarized

by zip code in terms of the number of homes with valid results and average

and maximum concentrations. The results from the two surveys are comparable

but some differences exist. Both surveys measured the highest concentration

in zip code 33830. Varying sample size by zip code for the two surveys does

not allow for a strict comparison, but in two zip codes (33844 and 33881)

with five or more homes for both surveys, the results matched quite well. On

the other hand, for zip code 33803 the averages and highest concentrations

were different for the two surveys. In addition to zip code 33830, others

with maximum levels at or above 4.0 pCi/L were 33803, 33809, 33811, 33835,

33846, and 33860.

Siliciclastic clays, sands, and sandy carbonates of the Hawthorn

(Tmh) and Bone Valley (Tmbv) Formations characterize the bedrock geology of

Polk County, as shown in Figure 5-32. In eastern Polk County, Hawthorn and
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Bone Valley sediments are covered by unconsolidated sands of the Fort Preston

(Tmf) formation of Vernon and Puri* and Penholoway terrace deposits (Qtpe).

In northwest Polk County carbonates of the Crystal River Formation (Tecr)

are exposed. Soils in central and western Polk County are well drained

and include phosphatic soils. Soils in eastern and southern Polk County are

predominantly poorly drained.

The highest average concentrations of uranium are associated with

the Hawthorn (7.6 to 18.6 ppme) and Bone Valley (2.1 to 13.1 ppme) Formations

in western Polk county. The shaded quadrangles in western Polk County

coincide with exposures of the Hawthorn and Bone Valley Formations, exposures

of phosphatic soil, and areas with high concentrations of uranium, as defined

in the NURE data set. The relatively high concentrations of ppm equivalent

uranium observed in southwestern Polk County as compared with the remainder

of the State suggest that conditions in Polk County favor the highest

radon emanation rates in Florida. However, the presence of poorly drained

soils over much of southwestern Polk County could inhibit the migration of

radon in these soils.

* Vernon, R.O. and H.S. Puri. 1965. Geologic Map of Florida. Division of
Geology, Florida Board of Conservation.
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5.17 SARASOTA COUNTY

There were no substantially elevated readings for Sarasota County

in terms of land-based indoor radon results or terrestrial uranium (Figure

5-33). A single home with a soil concentration above 630 pCi/L was located

in the southeastern part of the county, but some moderately elevated soil

readings (400 to 600 pCi/L) were found both in the northwestern and southern

parts of the county. Indoor radon concentrations above 4 pCi/L were measured

by the population-based survey (Table 5-17) in two zip codes--33555 and

33559. The area covered by these zip codes is essentially confined to a

single quadrangle in the western part of the county, for which the maximum

soil reading was 606 pCi/L.

The bedrock geology of Sarasota county is characterized by

siliciclastic sediments of the Hawthorn Formation (Tmh), the Bone Valley

Formation (Tmbv), shelly marls of the Anastasia Formation (Qpa), and shelly

carbonates of the Caloosahatchee Formation (Qpcm) (see Figure 5-34).

Associated soils are all poorly drained. NURE data suggest that concentrations

of uranium are low in Sarasota County, reaching a maximum of 3.0 ppme in the

Caloosahatchee Formation in southeastern Sarasota County.

The shaded quadrangle occurs in southeastern Sarasota in association

with Caloosahatchee sediments that show the highest concentration of ppme

uranium. The occurrence of only one elevated soil radon value and no

elevated indoor radon concentrations is attributed to the moderating effects

of poorly drained soils in the quadrangle.
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5.18 SUMTER COUNTY

Results for indoor radon, soil radon, and terrestrial uranium for

Sumter County are summarized in Figure 5-35. The collective results point to

parts of the county bordering Marion County to the north and Lake County to

the east as areas of elevated radon potential. One particular quadrangle,

located in the upper-right corner of the Tarpon Springs 1:250,000 quadrangle,

is indicated by all three land-based data sources in addition to population-

based results.

As shown in Table 5-18, there were four zip codes--32659, 32684,

32785, and 33513--with elevated readings from the land-based survey. Zip

code 32684 also had elevated readings from the population-based survey and

the other three were not covered by that survey. No other zip codes had

population-based results at or above 4.0 pCi/L.

The bedrock geology of Sumter County is dominated by carbonate

rocks of the Crystal River Formation (Tecr), the Williston Formation (Tew),

and the Suwannee Limestone (Tos) (see Figure 5-36). Sands and clays of the

Cypress Head Formation (Tpch) are exposed in the northeast portion of the

county. Well-drained soil types predominate in north and central Sumter

County, with small areas of phosphatic soil in the northeastern portion of

the county. Poorly drained soil types predominate in southern Sumter County

and along stream channels in western Sumter County. The highest uranium

values (3.9 ppme average) occur in association with carbonates of the Crystal

River Formation and Suwannee Limestone in northeast Sumter County.

Shaded quadrangles are located in northeast Sumter County in

association with the phosphatic soils. It is inferred that the phosphatic

soils are derived from erosional remnants of the Hawthorn Formation that now

are incorporated in the carbonates as sinkhole and depression fill.
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Section 6.0

SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the detailed results presented in Section 5.0

are used as a basis for identifying land areas that should be subject to

the environmental radiation rule. Areas not currently designated, but

with considerable uncertainty, are discussed in light of supporting

geologic and soils information and the extent of survey coverage.

6.1  IDENTIFICATION OF LAND AREAS SUBJECT TO THE RULE

6.1.1 Criteria for Identification

Within the 18 counties identified as having elevated radon

potential, l:24,000 quadrangles have been selected as the geographic unit

for identifying land areas to which the environmental radiation rule

ld apply, for two reasons:shou

The quadrangle boundaries will remain fixed over time.

The coordinates needed to identify quadrangle boundaries are
available on various types of maps that are accessible, such
as those prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey and the
Florida Department of Transportation.

Other boundaries such as tip codes, census tracts, or enumeration

districts can and do vary over time and are not appropriate for this purpose.

Should more detailed results at a later time permit, finer divisions such

as range and township boundaries could be considered as a tool for

identifying land areas.
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criterion for designation in the case of one data source was a signif

proportion of homes at or above 4 pCi/L for indoor radon or 630 pCi/L

icant

for

ithsoil radon. Because the zip code boundaries used to indicate areas w

In designating areas subject to the rule, the following evidence

was sought: (1) confirmation from two or more data sources that elevated

radon potential exists or (2) stronger indication of elevated potential if

given only by one data source. Consequently, the criteria for designating

quadrangles based on multiple data sources were the same as those used to

shade quadrangles in Section 5.0--a reading of 4 pCi/L or higher for

indoor radon, 630 pCi/L or higher for soil radon, or 2.4 ppme or higher

for terrestrial uranium. If only one data source indicated elevated

potential, then the criteria for designation were raised by 50 percent--a

reading of 6 pCi/L or higher for indoor radon, 945 pCi/L or higher for

soil radon, or 3.6 ppme or higher for terrestrial uranium. An alternative

elevated results from the population-based survey often crossed quadrangle

boundaries, they were used as a confirming indicator, but not the sole

indicator, for designating quadrangles.

6.1.2 Designation of Areas

Based on the above criteria, the number of quadrangles in each of

the 18 counties is shown in Table 6-1, together with the number identified

as subject to the rule. For each county, distinction is made between

whole and part quadrangles. Part quadrangles are those that are partly

covered by ocean, that are contained in more than one county, or both. In

total, 45 whole quadrangles and 29 part quadrangles (unduplicated count)

have been identified. The designated quadrangles represent about 7 percent
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of those covering the entire State. Within the 18 counties, 34 percent of

whole quadrangles (45 of 131) and 12 percent of part quadrangles (36 of

296) were designated.

The specific quadrangles designated as subject to the rule are

highlighted on the county-specific maps shown in Figures 6-1 to 6-6. The

counties are grouped for presentation by geographic proximity as follows:

Leon (Figure 6-1)

Columbia, Gilchrist, and Alachua (Figure 6-2)

Levy, Marion, Citrus, and Sumter (Figure 6-3)

Pasco, Pinellas, Hillsborough, and Polk (Figure 6-4)

Manatee, Hardee, Sarasota, Charlotte, and Lee (Figure 6-5)

Dade (Figure 6-6).

In the case of designated quadrangles that cross county boundaries, all

ing within the 18 counties are highlightedportions of such quadrangles ly

in Figures 6-1 to 6-6. However 

quadrangles with no evidence of

, county-specific portions of such

elevated radon potential are indicated by

an asterisk in the figures and are not counted in the "Number Designated"

column for part quadrangles in Table 6-1.

The 1:24,000 quadrangles covering the Sate of Florida are listed

and shown on maps in Appendix B. Indoor and soil radon results from the

land-based survey are listed by county and quadrangle in Appendix C.

Indoor radon results from the population-based survey are listed by county

and zip code in Appendix D.
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Figure 6-3. Designated Quadrangles for Levy, Marion,
Citrus, and Sumter Counties
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Figure 6-4. Designated Quadrangles for Pasco, Pinellas
Hillsborough, and Polk Counties
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Figure 6-5. Designated Quadrangles for Manatee, Hardee,
Sarasota, Charlotte, and Lee Counties
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Figure 6-6. Designated Quadrangles for Dade County
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6.2 DISCUSSION

The 74 quadrangles (46 whole and 29 part) indicated in Table 6-1    

and identified in Figures 6-1 to 6-6 represent areas with evidence from

this study that elevated radon potential exists. In some cases, elevated

radon potential may be confined to selected subareas within a designated

quadrangle. However, until more detailed evidence is available, the

areas identified in Figures 6-1 to 6-6 should be considered uniformly

high as a public health protective measure.

One difficult issue in the designation of land areas is the case

of quadrangles that lie in more than one county. Such quadrangles have

been designated in entirety only if all counties covered by a quadrangle

are among the 18 counties with definite evidence; otherwise, only the

portions lying in counties with definite evidence have been designated.

If a decision were also made to designate quadrangles that cross

county boundaries in entirety in all cases, then additional part

quadrangles would be designated in the following counties:

       Counties with limited evidence of elevated radon potential

Hamilton (1 quadrangle)
Union (2 quadrangles)
Hernando (1 quadrangle)
DeSoto (1 quadrangle)

Counties with no evidence of elevated radon potential

Gadsden (1 quadrangle)
Putnam (1 quadrangle)
Lake (1 quadrangle)
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Such an approach may be reasonable for counties with limited evidence of

elevated radon potential, but could cause unnecessary concern in counties

with no evidence. The three counties with no evidence, for which indoor

radon concentrations averaged about 0.5 pCi/L and were below 4 pCi/L in

all cases, would be unnecessarily penalized by such a decision.

The current designation of 74 quadrangles should not be construed

as meaning that there are no other areas of elevated potential in the

State. Inadequate sampling coverage in some sparsely populated areas may

have caused us to miss some localized areas of elevated potential. The

lower coverage is of particular concern should such areas become targets

for future building construction.

More than half of the currently designated quadrangles are

associated with the four counties having the highest average index values

for radon potential--Alachua, Hillsborough, Marion, and Polk. For

discussion purposes, the remaining 14 counties with definite evidence have

been placed into two groups--seven counties (Citrus, Columbia, Gilchrist,

Leon, Levy, Pasco and Sumter) north of Polk and Hillsborough Counties, and

seven counties (Charlotte, Dade, Hardee, Lee, Manatee, Pinellas, and

Sarasota) to the east or south. An important distinction between these

two groups is that those to the north tend to have a higher prevalence of

near-surface, uranium-bearing geologic formations and phosphatic soils,

whereas for those to the south, the formations of consequence for radon

generally are covered by other formations and there is a higher prevalence

of poorly drained soils.
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Among counties in the group north of Polk and Hillsborough

Counties, Columbia County is one with significant uncertainties due to

low coverage by both the land- and population-based surveys. For Leon,

Levy, and Gilchrist Counties, there were a number of quadrangles with low

coverage by the land-based survey for which elevated potential was

indicated through the population-based survey; however, the zip code

boundaries generally are too large to readily permit identification of the

specific quadrangles with elevated potential. Among the southern group of

counties, some elevations were indicated by the population-based survey in

the northeast part of Manatee County and in the west central part of

Sarasota County. For Sarasota County, a planned county-wide survey

may reduce uncertainties.

As indicated in Section 4.3, there were also 14 counties with

limited evidence of radon potential. Among these, Taylor and Union

warrant further investigation because (1) they are in areas with some

geological occurrences that favor radon production, (2) each had elevated

potential indicated by two or more indexes, and (3) survey coverage

generally was low. Four additional counties in the northern part of the

State--Jefferson, Madison, Hamilton, and Wakulla--should require further

investigation for similar reasons; each of these counties had one index

indicating elevated potential. Sampling coverage in both surveys was very

low for Jefferson County due to a paucity of slab-on-grade homes.

Hernando County merits further attention because phosphatic soils have

been mapped in the eastern portion of the county. Among counties in the
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southern part of the State, Collier, DeSoto, and Hendry may require

further investigation.

No evidence of elevated radon potential was found for 35

counties. Based on the statistics presented in Section 4.0 (Tables 4-6

and 4-9), the likelihood of occurrence of indoor radon contractions as high

as 4 pCi/L is less than 0.01 percent in these counties. By comparison,

for the counties with definite evidence of radon potential, the average

likelihood is 7.7 percent. It is possible that localized areas of

elevated radon potential were missed in the counties with no evidence.

Assuming that elevated potential exists in any of these counties, a sample

of about 30 homes per county is needed* to have a relatively high

likelihood of seeing some evidence of that potential. Of the 35 counties

with no evidence, only three--Glades, Lafayette, and Liberty--had

substantially fewer than 30 homes sampled in the two surveys (land-based

and population-based) combined.

* If the probability of finding one or more home at or above 4 pCi/L is
denoted as P (    home), then binomial theory can be used to show that

where p is the probability (0.077) that any given home is at or
above 4 pCi/L,

q is equal to 1 minus p, 
and n is the number of homes sampled.

Thus, n must be at least 29 homes for P       home) to exceed 90 percent.
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Section 7.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 CONCLUSIONS

1. Definite evidence of elevated radon potential was found for 18 of

the 67 counties in Florida. Limited evidence was found for 14

counties and no evidence was found for the remaining 35 counties.

Counties in each of these three groups are listed in Table 7-1.

2. Definite evidence of elevated radon potential was found for 74

USGS 1:24,000 quadrangles. These quadrangles, located within the

18 counties with definite evidence, account for approximately 7

percent of the land area across the State of Florida. The names 

of the quadrangles and the counties associated with each

quadrangle are listed in Table 7-2, starting with the

northernmost quadrangle. 

3. Limited evidence of elevated radon potential was found for

14 counties. Additional measurements will be required to find

definite evidence, if it exists, for any of these counties.

4. No evidence of elevated radon potential was found for

35 counties. Based on the results of measurements taken in this

study, the likelihood of finding a residence with elevated indoor

radon levels in any of these counties is less than 1 percent.
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Table 7-1. Classification of Florida Counties by Evidence of
Elevated Radon Potential

1. Definite Evidence of Elevated Potential

Alachua Hardee Marion
Charlotte Hillsborough Pasco
Citrus Lee Pinellas
Columbia Leon Polk
Dade Levy Sarasota
Gilchrist Manatee Sumter

2. Limited Evidence of Elevated Potential

Bradford Hernando Seminole
Collier Jackson Taylor
DeSoto Jefferson Union
Hamilton      Madison Wakulla
Hendry Orange

3. No Evidence of Elevated Potential

Baker
Bay
Brevard
Broward
Calhoun
Clay
Dixie
Duval
Escambia
Flagler
Franklin
Gadsden

Glades
Gulf
Highlands
Holmes
Indian River
Lafayette
Lake
Liberty
Martin
Monroe
Nassau
Okaloosa

Okeechobee
Osceola
Palm Beach
Putnam
St. Johns
St. Lucie
Santa Rosa
Suwannee
Volusia
Walton
Washington
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Table 7-2. USGS Quadrangles with Definite Evidence
of Elevated Radon Potential

Name of
USGS Quadrangle

Counties with
Definite Evidence

Calvary Leon
Tallahassee Leon
Lafayette Leon
White Springs East Columbia
Lake City West Columbia
Ellisville Columbia
Mikesville Alachua, Columbia
High Springs Alachua, Columbia
Alachua Alachua
Newberry Alachua
Gainesville West Alachua
Gainesville East Alachua
Trenton Gilchrist, Levy
Arredondo Alachua
Micanopy Alachua
Rochelle Alachua
Williston Alachua, Levy, Marion
Flemington Alachua, Marion
McIntosh Alachua, Marion
Citra Alachua, Marion
Reddick Marion
Anthony Marion
Cotton Plant Marion
Ocala West Marion
Ocala East Marion
Withlacoochee Bay Levy
Dunnellon SE Marion
Shady Marion
Belleview Marion
Crystal River Citrus
Holder Citrus
Oxford Marion, Sumter
Inverness Citrus
Wildwood Sumter
Center Hill Sumter
Lacoochee Pasco
Dade City Pasco

(Continued)
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Table 7-2. USGS Quadrangles with Definite Evidence
of Elevated Radon Potential

Name of Counties with
USGS Quadrangle Definite Evidence

Socrum
Oldsmar
Thonotasassa
Plant City West
Plant City East
Lakeland
Auburndale
Brandon
Dover
Nichols
Mulberry
Bartow
Gibsonton
Lithia
Keysville
Bradley Junction
Homeland
Duette NE
Baird
Bowling Green
Bereah
Palmetto
Bradenton Beach
Zolfo Springs
Sweetwater
Murdock
Murdock SE
El Jobean
Punta Gorda
Punta Gorda SE
Tuckers Corner
Olga
Fort Meyers SW
Grossman Hammock
Goulds
Royal Palm Ranger Station
Homestead

Hillsborough, Pasco, Polk
Hillsborough, Pinellas
Hillsborough
Hillsborough
Hillsborough, Polk
Polk
Polk
Hillsborough
Hillsborough
Hillsborough, Polk
Polk
Polk
Hillsborough
Hillsborough
Hillsborough, Polk
Polk
Polk
Hardee, Hillsborough, Manatee, Polk
Hardee, Polk
Hardee, Polk
Hardee, Polk
Hillsborough, Manatee
Manatee
Hardee
Hardee
Charlotte, Sarasota
Charlotte, Sarasota
Charlotte
Charlotte
Charlotte, Lee
Charlotte, Lee
Lee
Lee
Dade
Dade
Dade
Dade
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The  enviromental radiation rule should be applied to the 74 USGS

quadrangles for which definite evidence of elevated radon

potential was found in this study. All portions of these

quadrangles lying in the 18 counties with definite evidence

should be designated for application of the rule. Portions lying

in counties with either limited or no evidence should not be

designated unless definite evidence is found in such counties

through subsequent sampling efforts.

A possible alternative to this recommendation is to apply the

rule county-wide in any county with definite evidence of radon

potential. This approach, which will err in the direction of

overprotecting public health, is not as precise as that based on

specific quadrangle boundaries, but may facilitate administration

of the rule by counties.

2. Conduct supplemental sampling in selected counties with limited

or no evidence of elevated radon potential that were not

adequately covered by the surveys conducted as part of this

study. The counties with lowest survey coverage include three

with limited evidence--Jefferson, Madison, and Wakulla--and three

with no evidence--Glades, Lafayette, and Liberty. Such

supplemental efforts should use sampling methods and protocols

for indoor and soil radon that are similar to those used in this

study.
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3. Conduct supplemental sampling in selected quadtangles that may

have potential for elevated radon levels. The highest priority

should be given to (1) currently undesignated portions of

quadrangles that have been designated in part and

(2) quadrangles that are adjacent to currently designated

quadrangles. Six to ten locations should be sampled per

quadrangle, including the locations already surveyed as part of

this study. Ultimately, every quadrangle in the 18 counties with

definite evidence or the 14 counties with limited evidence should

be sampled at six or more locations.

4. Conduct mote detailed sampling in currently designated

quadrangles to help pinpoint localized areas of elevated radon

potential. Criteria similar to those used in this study could be

applied to smaller geographic areas defined, for example, by

range and township boundaries. Because slab-on-grade structures

will not exist at all locations to be sampled, a heavier reliance

would need to be placed on sampling soil radon levels.

5. Conduct  indoor radon sampling in all schools in the 18 counties

with definite evidence of elevated radon potential to

characterize the radon task for children. Elevated radon levels

were measured in several of the limited number of schools sampled

under this study. Children may be at greater risk of radon-induced

health effects than adults.
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6. Conduct indoor radon sampling in selected schools in counties

with limited or no evidence of elevated radon potential. The

schools selected should cover different geographic areas in each

county. If elevated indoor radon levels are found in any county

subarea, then all surrounding schools should be sampled.

7. Conduct sampling to characterize the radon potential of borrow

pits. A home built in an area with low radon potential in the

native soil could have unexpectedly high indoor radon levels if

the fill dirt is from a location, with elevated radon potential.

Some experimentation with sampling methods may be required to

determine the. best way of characterizing the radon potential in

soil from borrow pits.

8. Develop a predictive tool that can be used as a basis for 

dedicating variances in areas where the rule is to be applied.

Research is needed to determine whether a scientific basis can be

developed for a variance procedure that can be applied to

individual building lots. The data base assembled under this

study is the logical starting point for assessing the feasibility

of developing such a tool. Although preliminary analyses

performed under this study indicated, for example, that soil

radon levels are a more reliable predictor of indoor radon levels

at an aggregate level (e.g., quadrangle) than at the level of

individual lots, there may be specific circumstances (e.g., very

low soil reading) that render elevated indoor levels a highly

unlikely event.
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9. Notify the public about areas with elevated radon potential so

that occupants in existing homes ate aware of the possible risks

they face. Public awareness can be heightened through mass media,

local organizations, and one-on-one approaches. To properly

educate the segments of the public facing the highest risks,

brochures containing facts about radon and indicating quadrangles

with elevated radon potential should be sent to every residence

in the 18 counties with definite evidence. Agencies or

individuals involved in real estate transactions (e.g., realtors,

lending institutions, and building inspectors) should also be

informed.

10. Ensure that quality radon measurement and mitigation services are

made available to residents. Lists of approved or certified

vendors of such services should be developed and circulated to

local agencies such as county health departments and realty

firms. One criterion for measurement services should be successful

completion of the most recent round of the RMP conducted by EPA.

For mitigation services; criteria should include (1) appropriate

training and equipment and (2) documentation of effectiveness

through pre- and postmitigation measurements of adequate

duration.
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RADON POTENTIAL IN FLORIDA

An Assessment Based on
Existing Radiation Data and Geological Information

INTRODUCTION

In accordance with a directive of the 1986 Florida Legislature, the
Florida Institute of Phosphate Research has contracted with GEOMET
Technologies, Inc. to conduct a statewide study of naturally-occurring
terrestrial radiation in Florida. As a subcontractor, the University
of Florida has the task of identification and assessment of existing
relevent radiation data.

Functions served by the existing data include:

- Provide additional kinds and quantities of information to aid in
interpretation of newly-collected data; and

- Provide a means to make early, preliminary assessments in advance
of the time necessary to develop an adequate data base from
prospective sampling, as well as provide guidance for directing
and adjusting programs to collect new data.

This study concentrates on what is believed to be the major source of
indoor radon* in Florida, the entry of radon directly from the soil
underlying the structure. From the radon source standpoint, lands are
of importance because they:

1) Present a current radon source due to radium-226 quite near the
surface (in situ radium) - either as a natural occurrence or as a
result of human activities such as mining, other excavation, earth
moving and recontouring, placement of fill, waste product storage
or disposal, etc.;

2) Represent a future source of near-surface radium because of the
presence of mineral resources which will eventually lead to mining
and land reclamation;

3) Contain radium-bearing material that can be adventitiously
exposed or placed on the surface through recontouring or borrow
for fill; or

4) Host radium-bearing aquifers which provide a potential for radon
entry to structures via drinking water.

This report addresses primarily category 1, contemporary radon
sources. It is beyond the scope of this effort to catalog mineral
resources or reserves, to specifically identify potential problems
from future recontouring, borrow, and fi l l  practices, or to

*For the purposes of this report, the terms "radon” and “radon-222”
both mean radon-222 and the terms "radium" and “radium-226” both mean
radium-226.
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specifically identify potential sources of drinking water radon.
However, some of the more imminent possibilities may be obvious from
the data reviewed.
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EXISTING FLORIDA RADIATION DATA SOURCES

There are a number of existing data sources containing information
potentially relevent to describing the potential for elevated indoor
radon and/or gamma radiation.

Six categories of existing data were utilized:

1. Indoor radon/radon progeny,
2. Soil gas radon/radon flux,
3. Soil radium profile,
4. Gamma-ray well log,
5. Gamma radiation survey, and
6. Radon in water.

Category 1 represents the parameters of interest in assessing the
indoor radon/radon progeny exposure route; however, the coverage is
not Sufficiently comprehensive to serve as the sole source for
performing a statewide assessment of the probability of elevated
indoor radon. The other categories are various steps removed from the
primary parameter of interest but provide further depth and/or
geographic extent of coverage.

Indoor radon/radon progeny - The indoor radon progeny
concentration is the parameter of significance for the airborne
radon exposure route. Florida radon progeny data are intensive
for several counties but limited in geographic extent. The radon
data for Florida are more extensive in geographic coverage.
Radon measurements are a cost-effective means of screening for and
estimating radon progeny concentrations - radon is the direct
source of radon progeny, radon concentrations generally exhibit
less variability than radon progeny concentrations, and radon is
more amenable to integrated measurements.

Soil gas radon/radon flux - Under the hypothesis that a major radon
entry route into houses is from the soil by the flow of radon-
bearing air, soil gas radon concentration is a direct indication of
the potential for indoor radon. In the absence of existing houses,
this parameter should be a predictor of future indoor radon
potential, especially when applied on a regional basis. Radon flux
is another indicator of available radon at the soil-air interface.

Soil radium profile - Since it is the origin of the radon that
appears in the soil gas at the surface, the radium in the near
surface profile is the next-step predictor of soil gas radon and
the next least-removed predictor of indoor radon. In fact, if the
soil radium profile could be expeditiously weighted for depth and
the factors that affect radon release and transport, this parameter
should be a very good predictor of radon originating in the soil.

The soil radium profile also identifies locations where elevated
radium occurs sufficiently near the surface that it would be
exposed and/or redistributed by recontouring or removal of fill.
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Where only the surface soil radium concentration has been measured,
this still indicates a potential near-surface radon source. The
surface concentration alone may not always provide an adequate
prediction of radon source term on a site-specific basis.
However, radium-bearing formations sufficiently near the surface to
produce a soil gas radon problem are likely to have out-croppings
and the presence of anomalies is useful in making regional
classifications and assigning radon potential ratings to the
associated geological formations.

Gamma-ray we11 log - Gamma-ray well logs do not report radium
concentrations directly. However, for those logs that include
information for the radon-significant near-surface depth, the
relative count rate is a direct indication of the presence of
material with elevated radioactivity. These are particularly
useful in extrapolating surface soil measurements to a deeper
profile and in some counties are the only radiation measurement
available for use in conjunction with geological information in
assigning a radon likelihood rating.

Gamma radiation survey - Gamma radiation measurements provide
estimates of surface soi1 radioactivity, thus indicating the
potential for radium. When measurements have been made of mine
cuts, spoils, and/or mined rock, they also provide information from
which to deduce the near-surface radioactivity profile. This
category may provide information for areas where other categories
are limited.

Radon in Water -- - - If radon in shallow ground water reflects radon
production in the near-surface depth, concentrations should be
proportional to soil gas radon concentrations. Thus radon in
shallow well water is potentially another predictor of the
likelihood of indoor radon.

In addition, radon in water can be a direct entry route for indoor
radon through emission of the radon during water use such as
cooking or showering. This is more likely for houses with private
wells in which there is no storage or treatment than it is for
public systems where there is greater likelihood of storage and
treatment and hence a greater chance for radon decay or radon loss
by aeration and off-gasing. According to Hess’s rule of thumb
(Hess, et al. 1985), a radon concentration in domestic water of
10,000 pCi/L might be expected to contribute on the order of 1
pCi/L to indoor radon.

The specific data sources used in this assessment are listed in Table
1.

Aerial gamma radiation surveys represent an additional category of
existing Florida radiation data. Aerial surveys provide vision of
broad areas with a perspective difficult to achieve by ground-based
surveys. Terrestrial gamma radiation anomalies detected by aerial
survey identify areas where ground-level gamma radiation anomalies,
and hence surface soil radioactivity anomalies, would be suspected.
Aerial gamma radiation surveys were performed in Florida as a part of
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the National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) program. While time
did not permit use of the data category for this report, the NURE
reports and a small number of other aerial survey reports are
available for future use if desired.
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Two types of assessment were performed - evaluation of existing
radiation data and assessment on the basis of geology. For each
radiation data category, the existing information sources were
reviewed, the information useful to this project was merged into a
data pool, and the result was evaluated. Counties were assigned a
qualitative rating of Low, Medium Low, Medium High or High on the
basis of the data and the rating was coded as to “strength” on the
basis of the number of data points available to support the rating.
All counties were independently rated on the basis of geology. Then
each county was given a final rating on the basis of the available
radiation data, the geological rating, and judgment of the
investigators.

Indoor Radon/Radon Progeny

As indicated in Table 1, indoor radon data were obtained from six
sources. Two major contributors to this data pool were organizations
(University of Pittsburgh and Terradex Corporation) that offer radon
monitoring as a commercial service. On request, these organizations
supply public officals with readings from their jurisdictions and thus
data were made available to this project. Individual results are
identified only by county and/or ZIP code and thus anonymity of the
individual householder is preserved. Additional data for five
counties was obtained from four smaller projects.

The pool of data was first examined to determine the statewide
distribution of levels and to aid in establishing criteria for
possible elevated radon levels. The data were then sorted by county,
and for each county, arithmetic mean, geometric mean, and fraction
exceeding 4 pCi/L* was calculated. Each county for which there were
results was assigned a qualitative rating on the basis of the
percentage expected to exceed 4 pCi/L.

Several prominent data sets were considered separately without merging
into the common data pool. First of all, radon progeny measurements
in Polk County by the U.S. Environmental Protect ion Agency, the
Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS) and the
University of Florida in the mid-1970’s have already been assessed in
several publications (HRS 1978, Guimond, et al. 1979, Johnson and
Bailey 1983, Roessler, et al. 1983). These reports indicate:

1) The likelihood of elevated indoor radon, at least in slab-on-
grade houses, is higher for mined lands than for unmined, non-
mineralized lands,

* A radon concentration of 4 pCi/L, under the assumption of 50% radon
progeny/radon equilibrium, corresponds to a radon progeny
concentration at the Florida standard of 0.02 WL.
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2) Concentrations in houses on mined lands can be highly variable
but values as high as 20 pCi/L (inferred from 0.1 WL) may be found
in slab-on-grade houses, and
3) Unmined, mineralized lands may also present a likelihood of
elevated indoor radon, but the number of houses sampled in this
category was insufficient to draw statistically significant
conclusions.

Another data set not included in the data pool summarized in this
report are the screening measurements using early etched track
techniques in 59 Hillsborough County and 938 Polk County houses as
part of the 1970’s study by HRS (HRS 1978). Because of problems
inherent in the early detector design, the results could only be
interpreted in terms of upper limits of concentration. While
informative in assessing likelihood of elevated indoor radon, these
results cannot be merged with other measurements.

Soil Gas Radon/Radon Flux- -

The limited available results were summarized by county. Where there
was a sufficient number of soil gas radon samples, the distribution
was determined according to the three categories of the Swedish
criteria (Swedjemark 1986):

<270 pCi/L Low (Use conventional construction)
270-1350 pCi/L Normal (Use radon-protective construction)

>1350 pCi/L High (Use radon-safe construction)

Each county was then given a rating according to the distribution of
results among the three categories.

Radon flux measurements for a limited number of counties were
available and were summarized. No criteria exist for classifying
radon flux measurements; therefore, counties were given ratings on the
basis of a subjective evaluation of the mean and range of values
reported for each.

Soil Radium Profile

The available soil radium data consist of both surface soil
determinations (within the first foot) and profile data from cores or
mine cut sampling. Some 19 references have been surveyed and
incorporated into a computer spreadsheet that includes county
identification, reference code, coordinates, flags for surface and/or
profile data, flags for virgin or disturbed areas, concentration of
radium at l-ft increments from the surface to 10 ft and 2-ft
increments from 10 to 20 it, and a soil type legend. Data are
currently grouped alphabetically by county.

Literature data sets present radium concentration, pCi/g, uranium-236
concentration, pCi/g, or uranium concentration, ppm. The latter two
cases were converted to radium concentration by assuming equilibrium
between radium-226 and uranium-238 and applying the relationships:
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Conc(radium-226), pCi/g = Conc(uranium-238), pCi/g; or

Conc(radium-226), pCi/g = 0.333 Conc(uranium), ppm,

since the specific activity of uranium-238 is 3.33 x 10 -7 Ci/g and
uranium-238 accounts for 99.3% of all uranium.

The data sets with full profiles are limited but some profile data are
available for 11 counties. Much more surface soil radioactivity is
available. At this date all possible literature data have not been
entered into the worksheet; however, all references have been reviewed
for unique counties and all data not in the worksheet are repetitive
for counties having a sufficient data set. This format brings to 37
the number of counties for which at least a single measurement is
available.

Identity of geological formations according to the system of Brooks
(1981) was entered for all samples reviewed by the Department of
Geology. It is possible to classify other samples by referencing
location to a Florida geology map.

The format of the data spreadsheet allows for calculation of
statewide or county averages and geometric means for any depth.
Disturbed lands may be omitted from any calculation.

A quantity called the “Effective Radium Concentration” (ERC) was
defined to describe profiles in terms of a single parameter. The ERC
is the uniform radium concentration projected to deliver the same
radon to the surface as the actual profile. The representative ERC
for a county was calculated according to the following:

The relative contribution of a soil layer to the radon at the surface
depends upon a  va r i e ty  o f  f ac to r s  inc lud ing  the  phys ica l
characteristics of the soil and the actual distribution of radium
concentrations with depth. As an approximation, weighting factors
were calculated from the relative radon flux contributions of
individual 1-ft increments in a homogenous layer of typical Florida
soil. Using a radon diffusion transport model developed by Bolch
(Roessler et al. 1979), the contributions of the increments were
estimated by modeling successively thinner depths of material and
observing the difference in each successive step.

As of this date the most comprehensive profile data are between the
surface and six ft. However, the model indicates that an “infinite”
thickness is on the order of 15 ft and that the first six ft of a
uniform infinite profile contribute on the order of 75% of the total
radon flux. For the purposes of this assessment, ERC values were
obtained by first using the following weighting factors:
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The results of the summation were then adjusted upward by dividing by
0.75 to provide a final ERC value. This procedure makes the
simplifying assumption that the material in the radon-significant
layer below six ft has a concentration the same as the weighted
average concentration of the first six ft. If desired, alternative
calculational procedures could be applied, using additional depth data
where available, estimating the concentrations between 6 and 15 ft by
another means, or by using a different algorithm.

The pooled data were used to compute the overall Florida average depth
profile plotted in Figure 1. The apparent high average value in the 6-
7 ft increment is probably influenced by a disproportionate number of
samples from active phosphate mining areas.

For counties having partial profile data or surface samples only,
ERC’s were calculated by using the theoretical profile to assign
values for the missing depth increments. This approach will over-
estimate the radon source For those areas where the concentration
profile is uniform from the surface through the first six ft.

Counties were then rated on the basis of their ERC values.

Gamma-ray Well Logs

Selected gamma-ray well log records on file at the Florida Geological
Survey were reviewed. In examining the gamma log records, the lowest
or “background” value was determined, the depth of major peaks was
noted and and various increments of the first 15 feet from the surface
were described in terms of background, increases from background, and
peaks. Nominal radium-226 concentrations were assigned on the
following basis:

A rating was assigned to each county on the basis of the average gamma
log ERC.
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Gamma Radiation Survey

Selected gamma radiation survey data, usually from unmined, active
mining cuts and mined lands in the same area, were evaluated to
estimate surface and near-surface radioactivity. The relative surface
radium concentrations for undisturbed and disturbed lands were
inferred from the gamma radiation levels observed for these two
respective land types. The extent to which radioactivity levels
increase below the surface layer was inferred from comparison of the
mine pit and disturbed land data to the undisturbed surface data.
County ratings were assigned on the basis of the inferred surface and
near-surface concentrations and on the likelihood that the surface
radioactivity would be increased by mining.

Radon in Water

Ground water radon data collected by Florida State University (FSU)
investigators and by UF investigators were compiled by the FSU
investigators and made available for this report. The available data
were summarized by county and the percentages of wells exceeding
10,000 pCi/L (predictor of 1 pCi/L indoor radon) and 40,000 pCi/L
(predictor of 4 pCi/L indoor radon) were determined.

Geological Interpretation

Each county was rated on the basis of the surficial and near-surface
 distribution of geological formations identified as characterized by

appreciable concentrations of uranium. First, specific Florida
geological formations were classified as to uranium abundance using
available radioelement data, primarily gamma spectrometry results.
Then, for each county, the percent of the area represented by each
formation class was determined by reference to a Florida geology map
and formations were assigned a weighting factor inversely related to
depth from the surface. Finally, the relative presence of uranium-
bearing material was expressed for each county in terms of the
“Equivalent Surface”, the equivalent per cent of surface area
containing >l0 ppm

Equivalent Surface = Summation (Ai Di Cl)
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This method is useful because it grades areas on the distribution of
the probable source of uranium, rather than a reliance on minimum
sampling densities or results. It provides a rapid general assessment
of an area based on the expectations of geological distributions
without detailed field sampling.

Composite Rating

Using a worksheet in the format of Table 9, composite ratings were
developed for each county. As a first step, an average rating was
derived for each county by giving equal weight to each column with a
data entry (0 to six radiation data categories plus the geology
columns). These preliminary averages were assigned semi-quantitative
ratings of Low, Medium Low, Medium, Medium High or High.

The ratings were then reviewed and adjusted considering the following
factors :

1) “Strength” of the contributing data sources,
2) Prior information such as the 1970’s Polk and Hillsborough

County studies,
3) Other information such as the presence of mining and its

likelihood of producing lands with elevated surface radium, and
4) For counties with minimal or no radiation data, interpolation

from adjacent counties.

Finally, the investigators sat as a panel for a final adjustment of
the ratings. This was a judgement process which considered “strength”
of the data sources and other related information and also involved
geographic smoothing, based primarily on geology. These reviews
resulted in adjustments no more than one step up or down on the rating
scale.
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RESULTS

The results of reviewing the various data types are summarized in
Table 2 and discussed in the following sections.l

Indoor Radon/Radon Progeny

As indicated in Table 2, six data sources were pooled to provide a
total of 460 data points. These data had an arithmetic mean of 2.4
pci/L and a geometric mean of 1.2 pCi/L. Of these samples, 10.5 %
exceeded 4 pCi/L*. Visual inspection of frequency distributions
suggest that the data are approximately log-normally distributed.
Therefore, the frequency distribution as a function of log
concentration is presented in Figure 2.

The data are presented by county in Table 3. Data are available for
40 of Florida’s 67 counties. The size of the data set is quite
variable from county to county, ranging from only a single data point
in some counties to more than 30 sites in five counties.

These data should be interpreted with caution for a number of reasons:

1. Not all counties are represented in the data set;

2. Where data are present, sample sizes for most individual
counties are not large enough to draw statistically significant
conclusions - in fact some counties are represented by a single
result;

3. Because the two largest data sets were the results of commercial
services reponding to individual or group requests for radon
analyses, there is no attempt at random or representative sampling.
This introduces an appreciable chance of bias, particularly if
attention has been drawn to a region or neighborhood and a
disproportionate number of these residents, have requested radon
monitoring; and

4. For the data developed through the commercial services, there is
no follow-up of unusual results and thus there are likely to be
artifacts.

Results exceeding 4 pCi/L were observed in nine counties. This value
has a high degree of uncertainty for counties where the sample size is
small. In an attempt to further utilize the information contained in
the available data, a second estimate of this percentage for each
county was obtained by calculation from the geometric mean and the

* A radon concentration of 4 pCi/L, under the assumption of 50% radon
progeny/radon equilibrium, corresponds to a radon progeny
concentration at the Florida standard of 0.02 WL.
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assumptions of a log-normaldistribution and a geometric standard
deviation of 3. The observed percentage and the predicted value were
then averaged to yield an adjusted percentage as a basis for rating
the radon potential by county. Each county was assigned to one of
four qualitative rating classes, Low (L), Medium Low (ML), Medium High
(MH), or High (H), on the basis of the adjusted percentage expected to
exceed 4 pCi/L. The criteria for assignment to rating classes are
presented in the notes at the end of Table 3. A data “strength”,
based on number of data points, is also indicated for each county
rating.

Soil Gas Radon/Radon Flux

Soil gas radon data are summarized in Table 4. The only significant
data set at this time is for Citrus County (27 sites) where a full
range of values from low to high were observed. Small numbers of
samples from miscellaneous other counties had low values.

Radon flux data are also shown in Table 4. Again only a limited
number of counties and land conditions are represented.

Soil Radium Profile

The current worksheet contains 765 entries for 284 sites in 37
counties. The disturbed sites have been excluded from analysis of the
general data. Hamilton and Polk County mined areas have been treated
separately.

The concentration of radium in surface soil averages 0.6 pCi/g with a
minimum of 0.1 pCi/g, a maximum of 2.9 pCi/g, and a geometric mean of
0.4 pCi/g. Visual inspection of frequency distributions suggests that
the data are approximately log-normally distributed. The frequency
distribution as a function of log concentration is shown in Figure 3.

The average profile data are presented in the Methodology Section
(Figure 1). The maximum value in a virgin profile was observed to be
65.5 pCi/g at a 16 to 20 ft increment. The maximum value in a 6-ft
core was 25 pCi/g at a 4-5 ft increment.

The county ERC values appear to be log-normally distributed, which is
logical since they are based primarily on the surface soil
concentrations. The average ERC was observed to be 1.8 pCi/g and the
geometric mean was 1.3 pCi/g. The Frequency distribution for 37
counties as a function of the log of the county ERC is shown in in
Figure 4.

Soil radium results are summarized by county in Table 5. Fourteen
counties had an average surface concentration of less than the
statewide geometric mean of 0.4 pCi/g. However, 21 counties had a
surface concentration of between 0.4 and 1.0 pCi/g. The two counties
with surface concentrations exceeding 1.0 pCi/g were Dade (13
samples) and Lafayette (one sample).
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The ERC values ranged from 10 pCi/g for Lafayette County to 0.3 pCi/g
for St. Johns County.

Counties were rated for radon potential, primarily on the basis of ERC
values with additional judgement applied in recognition of mining and
surface radium

Gamma-ray Well Logs

“Equivalent Radium Concentrations” as inferred from the evaluating
gamma-ray well logs for 23 counties are presented in Table 5 along
with the soi1 radium data. This provides information for 14 counties
for which no soi1 radium data were available and for eight counties
for which surface but no depth data were available. If necessary, the
logs can be examined further in the future to aid in extrapolating
from surface radium concentrations where no depth data are available
or to obtain information for the seven counties evaluated in this
report on the basis of geology alone.

Gamma Radiation Survey

Table 8 summarizes the results and assessment of gamma radiation
surveys performed in eight counties. These were primarily of non-
phosphate mines. On the basis of these assessments, ratings were
assigned to these counties as indicated in the table.

Radon in Water

The available data on radon in water from private wells in Florida are
summarized in Table 7. Results were available for 109 wells in nine
counties. These data should not be taken to represent the statewide
picture because of the small number of counties represented, the small
number of samples in some counties, and the fact that the sampling
emphasized phosphate mining and immediately adjacent counties.
Average concentrations in individual wells ranged from 44 to 41,000
pCi/L; county averages ranged from 90 to 11,000 pCi/L. Ratings for
potential contribution as a soil gas source of indoor radon are shown
in the last colunm of the table.

The data can be examined also for evidence of radon in water as a
direct source of indoor radon. Of the wells sampled, 15 % exceeded
10,000 pCi/L (predictor of 1 pCi/L indoor airborne radon) but only one
exceeded 40,000 pCi/L (predictor of 4 pCi/L indoor radon). Four
counties had samples exceeding 10,000 pCi/L; one had a sample
exceeding 40,000 pCi/L. Two county averages exceeded 10,000 pCi/L;
none exceeded 40,000 pCi/L. These limited, preliminary data suggest
that, for selected regions of the state, a private well could be a
significant co-contributor to indoor radon but that this source is not
likely to produce indoor airborne radon concentrations in excess of 4
pCi/L. These data also suggest that radon in water will not be a
significant contributor to indoor airborne radon in many areas of the
state.
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Geological Interpretation

Table 8 presents the results of the geological assessment. Included
for each county are the assignment of equivalent uranium-bearing
surface (“Equivalent Surface”) and a qualitative rating based on the
Equivalent Surface. Criteria for assignment to rating classes are
presented at the end of the table.

Forty counties were judged to have less than 10% Equivalent Surface,
six counties to have between 10% and 24% and 19 counties to have more
than 25%; Eleven counties had >39% Equivalent Surface and were
assigned to the highest category.
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The ratings from the various types of data categories are compared in
Table 9. A composite rating is shown in the last column of the table
and in Figure 5. It should be emphasized that the ratings “Low”
through “High” are a qualitative expression of the likelihood of some
indoor radon levels exceeding 4 pCi/L. A rating of “Medium High” or
"High” does not necessarily imply levels elevated highly above this
reference value.

With only several exceptions, areas of increased likelihood of indoor
radon reflect the near-surface occurrence of the Hawthorn. and related
formations in North and North Central Florida and the presence the
Bone Valley and Hawthorn formations in Southwest Florida. As a
corollary, a low likelihood of elevated indoor radon is projected for
the east coast, the far southern,  and far western panhandle portions
of the state.

As can be seen from the table, the kinds and the “strength” of data
available for this preliminary assessment varied considerably from
county to county. Some counties were classified totally on the basis
of geology and interpolation from adjacent counties. Obviously the
currently on-going statewide study is needed to provide the depth and
breadth of data base necessary to perform a more definitive
assessment.

Assignments are subject to shifting either up or down in the scale as
more information becomes available; this is especially true for
“transitional” or intermediate areas between regions of high and low
radon likelihood.

The county was used as the smallest geographic unit for this
assessment and ratings were assigned to entire counties. However, the
areas of elevated radon likelihood may be more localized - the near-
surface geology may vary significantly across a county and activities
such as mining and land reclamation may be confined to specific
regions. For example, the whole of Polk and Hillsborough counties
were assigned ratings. However, a considerably lower fraction of
elevated radon levels would be expected in Eastern Polk and Western
Hillsborough than inside the region associated with the Bone Valley
formation (Western Polk and Eastern Hillsborough). Similar patterns
might be expected in other counties.

The likelihood of elevated indoor radon would be expected to vary
considerably within counties in which phosphate mining is being or has
been conducted. The highest likelihood would be expected over mined
lands because the mining process (at least until recently)*
redistributes the radioactivity and generally leaves higher

* A practice identified as “toe-spoiling” has been proposed as a means
of greatly reducing the near-surface enhancement of radioactivity in
phosphate mining. If this practice proves successful, the radon
likelihood presented by recently and future mined lands will be less
than for older mined lands. 
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concentrations near the surface. Next in likelihood would be
mineralized lands in which the formations with elevated radium occur
within 15 feet of the surface. Finally, undisturbed lands in which
the radium-bearing material is more than 15 feet from the surface
should present little likelihood of increased radon.

The most notable exceptions to the general pattern described above are
Dade and St. Lucie counties. On the basis of geology, these counties
should have low likelihoods of elevated indoor radon. However, for
Dade county, two of the 22 indoor radon measurements (Table 3)
exceeded 4 pCi/L and the geometric mean of these samples was higher
than the statewide mean, leading to a prediction of a higher radon
likelihood. The available soil radioactivity data (Table 5) indicated
a tendency for surface soil radium to be higher than the <l pCi/g
found over much of the state. For St. Lucie County, the very limited
number (3) of available indoor radon sample results (Table 3) provide
a weak basis for suggesting elevated indoor radon likelihood. Surface
soil radium samples averaged less than 1 pCi/g but the gamma-ray well
logs suggested a slight enhancement of radioactivity near the surface.
If soil is contributing to enhancements of indoor radon in these two
counties, it appears to be a surface phenomenon; the gamma-ray well
logs do not reflect any major radioactivity-bearing deposits or
formations in the ground at sufficiently shallow depths to be of
significance to surface radon. On the other hand, the observed indoor
radon values may be the result of statistical fluctuations in a small
sample size, or of some other cause such as building materials or
drinking water. The additional sampling of the statewide study
currently in progress is needed to clarify the status of these
counties.

A parameter not considered to date is water-table surface. This is a
potential explanation for data such as seen in Sarasota. The geology
rating is high but other ratings are medium low. If one refers back
to the definition of the ERC and the weightings for depth increments,
it is obvious that a water table (a rather complete barrier to radon
transport toward the surface) at a 6-ft depth eliminates 25% of the
available radon. Similarly a water table at a 4-ft depth eliminates
43% of available radon.
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- This table represents the data available as of December 31, 1986 and
utilized in this report. This does not necessarily include all available
data sources or data sets but represents those most useful to the goals of
this report and retrievable within the available time frame.
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Appendix B

MAPS AND LISTING
OF USGS QUADRANGLES
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QUAD
ID

QUAD
NAME

MARQUESAS KEYS WEST
MARQUESAS KEYS EAST
COTTRELL KEY
KEY WEST
BOCA CHICA KEY
SADDLEBUNCH KEYS
LOGGERHEAD KEY
BAY KEYS
SNIPE KEYS
SUGARLOAF KEY
SUMMERLAND KEY
BIG PINE KEY
SEVENMILE BRIDGE
MARATHON
CRAWL KEY
SAWYER KEY
CONTENT KEYS
HORSESHOE KEYS
EAST BAHIA HONDA KEY
BAMBOO KEY
GRASSY KEY
LONG KEY
LOWER MATECUMBE KEY
EAST BAHIA HONDA KEY NE
SCHOONER BANK
BUCHANAN KEYS
UPPER MATECUMBE KEY
PLANTATION KEY
SANDY KEY
CLIVE KEY
PELICAN KEYS
CALUSA KEYS
TAVERNIER
ROCK, HARBOR
LAKE INGRAHAM WEST
LAKE INGRAHAM EAST
FLAMINGO
WEST LAKE
MADEIRA BAY
JOE BAY
BLACKWATER SOUND
GARDEN COVE
SHARK RIVER ISLAND
WHITEWATER BAY WEST
WHITEWATER BAY EAST
MAHOGANY HAMMOCK
TAYLOR SLOUGH
ROYAL PALM RANGER STATION SE
GLADES
CARD SOUND

* Quadrangle to which the rule should be applied.
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QUAD
ID

QUAD
NAME

PACIFIC REEF
SHARK POINT
HARNEY RIVER
TARPON BAY
PA-HAY-OKEE LOOKOUT TOWER
LONG PINE KEY
ROYAL PALM RANGER STATION
HOMESTEAD
ARSENICKER KEYS
ELLIOTT KEY
PLOVER KEY
LOSTMANS RIVER RANGER STATION
BIG LOSTMANS BAY
INDIAN CAMP CREEK
PANTHER MOUND
BLACK HAMMOCK
GROSSMAN HAMMOCK
GOULDS
PERRINE
SOLDIER KEY
PAVILION KEY
ALLIGATOR BAY
BIG BOY LAKE
LOSTMANS TRAIL
SHARK VALLEY LOOKOUT TOWER
CHEKIKA ISLAND
SOUTH OF COOPERTOWN
SOUTH MIAMI NW
SOUTH MIAMI
KEY BISCAYNE
CAPE ROMAN0
PANTHER KEY
EVERGLADES CITY
C HOKOLOSKEE 
GATOR HOOK SWAMP
MONROE STATION
FIFTYMILE BEND
FORTYMILE BEND
LONG ISLAND
COOPERTOWN
HIALEAH SW     
HIALEAH
MIAMI
MARCO ISLAND
ROYAL PALM HAMMOCK
WEAVERS STATION
OCHOPEE 
BURNS LAKE
MONROE STATION NE
NORTH OF FIFTYMILE BEND

* Quadrangle to which the rule should be applied.
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* Quadrangle to which the rule should be applied.
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* Quadrangle to which the rule should be applied.
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* Quadrangle to which the rule should be applied.
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* Quadrangle to which the rule should be applied.
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RADON RESULTS FROM
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Appendix D

RADON RESULTS FROM
POPULATION-BASED SURVEY
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